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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

The purpose of this investigation is to examine cer

tain marital intervention strategies in order to determine 

which methods promote a more functional marital system. 

In order to do this, several points must first be clari

fied through a review of the literaturei 

The appropriateness of systems theory for raarital in

teraction studies. 

Basic principles of systems theory, and marital inxer-

action studies interpreted as illustrating them. 

Measurement problems unique to systems research. 

An empirically derived operational definition of a 

functional marital system. 

Intervention strategies which would be hypothesized 

as effective in promoting a functional system. 

The Appropriateness of Systems 
Theory for Marital Studies 

Marital therapy, as a relatively new form of psycho

therapy, has not yet found an appropriate conceptual frame

work and treatment methodology. Marital therapy outcome 

research has reflected this lack of theoretical framework 

since, until recently, it has been unrelated to theory, 

and, hence, employed an amalgamation of various techniques 

and outcome criteria (Gurman, 1973b). 
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The development of marital therapy is perhaps better 

understood within the broader context of changes which 

have occurred in the social sciences as a whole. During 

the 1950's according to Haley (1971)» the social sciences 

in America began dealing with their subjects in their nat

ural context rather than in isolation. At this time the 

investigation of small groups developed; and mental hos

pitals, corporations, and other large institutions began 

to be viewed as complex systems. 

In psychotherapy this movement was reflected in the 

practice of such therapists as Jay Haley, Virginia Satir, 

Paul Watzlawick, and Don Jackson. These persons began to 

observe their clients interacting in their families and 

to conceptualize the individual's presenting problem in 

terms of a dysfunctioning family system (Haley, 1971). 

Thus, changing the individual began to mean changing the 

interaction of the entire family system; that is, inter

vening so as to promote mere functional behaviors among 

the members. At that time there was no theoretical mod

el with which to conceptualize the interactions of natur

al groups. Systems theory, adopted from cybernetics and 

dealing with interacting elements responding to one an

other in a self-corrective way, was adopted by Watzlawick 

(1967) as a means of describing relationships in families. 



While the field of marital therapy as a whole has 

been slow to adopt any theoretical orientation, Gurman 

(1973a) has pointed to the need for marital therapy to de

velop a conceptual framework for evaluating change in the 

marital dyad as a dyad. Watzlawick's (1967) systems the

ory is just such a conceptualization, since it deals with 

persons and their problems within the interaction groups 

in which they occur. This orientation has thus been adopt

ed as the theoretical framework for this study. 

Basic Principles and Some Illustrative Studies 

A concept basic to Watzlawick's theory as a systems 

orientation is that of ongoing interchanges defined as 

chains in which every communication is simultaneously stim

ulus, response, and reinforcement. Thus, the behavior of 

each person both affects and is affected by the behavior 

of each other person (Watzlawick, 1967)t 

A second key principle in Watzlawick's theory is that 

of constraint, redundancy, or pattern in communication. 

According to this principlet participants in a relationship 

eventually stabilize their definition of that relationship 

through their mutual pattern of interacting over a diverse 

range of content areas. This definition is known as a rule, 

and it incorporates a specified balance (or imbalance) of 

symmetry and complementarity. 



According to Watzlawick (1967), all communicational 

interchanges are either symmetrical or complementary, de

pending on whether they emphasize equality (i.e., mirror 

each other's behavior, e.g., compete) or difference (i.e., 

complement each other's behavior). These terms are not 

equivalent to "stronĝ * and "weak,** **good** and **bad.*' The 

patterns they represent may be set by social or cultural 

context or be the style of a particular couple. Watzla

wick states that problems in communicating result from 

either escalation in symmetry (neither partner will give 

in) or rigidity in complementarity (one partner is always 

in the one-up position). He maintains that both must be 

present in healthy relationships either by mutual alter

nation or by operating in different areas. Thus, all 

communication involves either symmetry or complementairity 

in some specified pattern. 

The above two principles of circularity and pattern 

in communication define a third basic assumption of sys

tems theory, that of patterned feedback or reciprocity. 

Watzlawick uses the term functional reciprocity to desig

nate the communication patterns characteristic of healthy 

or successful marriages, while in troubled or \msuccessful 

marriages the communication patterns are designated dys

functional. 

file:///msuccessful


The results of Fineberg and Lowman (1973) could be 

interpreted as illustrating reciprocity in marital com

munication. In their study of the interactions of ten 

adjusted and ten unadjusted marital couples coded by the 

Leary circumplex, a four-category (dominance, submission, 

hostility, and affection) coding system for rating inter

action behaviors, they found that all couples were more 
1 

likely to show complementary (i.e., reciprocal) sequenc

ing patterns. They al.so reported that adjusted couples 

communicated more affection and submission than unadjust

ed ones. Tinker (1973) found that moderate dominance-

hostility patterns and positive affective interaction 

were more characteristic of well-adjusted couples. 

These findings of more submission and moderate domi

nance-hostility patterns could be interpreted as indica

tive of a more balanced symmetry and complementarity in 

couples described in these studies as adjusted, since if 

submission were more frequent, a mutual giving-in could 

be implied. Also, if dominance were moderate, neither 

symmetry nor complementarity would escalate to the extreme. 

Hence, these findings could be interpreted as illustrative 

of Watzlawick's description of the problem relationship 

as one of extreme symmetry or complementarity, while the 

healthy relationship tends to balance both. 



An additional example of findings indicating symmet

rical and complementary patterns or reciprocity is that of 

Murphy and Mendelson (1973)« They used paper-and-pencil 

data to relate marital communication and adjustment. Fif

teen couples whose average Locke-Wallace (I969) Marital 

Adjustment Scale scores were low and 15 whose average scores 

were high were asked to complete Navran's (1967) Primary 

Communication Inventory. These average scores were found 

to correlate significantly with the Locke-Wallace scores. 

However, Haley (1964) maintains that combining the indivi

dual responses of each member of the system, as was done 

in this study, is a summing of the perceptions of the mem

bers and may or may not be related to the actual interac

tions of the system. In a laboratory task of creating 

jointly agreed upon TAT stories, judges commented that the 

high-adjusted group were characteristically more task-ori

ented and less involved in relationship struggles, while 

the low-adjusted group was typically struggling over their 

relationships rather than with the content of the task 

(e.g., they were more concerned with who was making the 

decision, talking the most, etc.). 

This relationship struggle could be interpreted as 

indicative of an imbalance in symmetry and complementarity 

within the relationship, thus illustrating Watzlawick's 

notion of a balance of symmetry and complementarity in 



functional systems. In addition, these findings illustrate 

an additional principle of systems theory, that every com

munication h£is two levels, a content or information level, 

and a relationship definition or command level. The more 

spontaneous and healthy a relationship is, the more the re

lationship aspect of communication recedes into the back-

groimd, while the more dysfunctional a relationship is, 

the more the content recedes into the background and strug

gles about the nature of the relationship occur. Since 

this study related test-taking responses rather than in

teraction behaviors, and reported judges' descriptive rath

er than standardized observations on task-related behav

iors, it contributes only limited data illustrating sys

tems principles. 

While the above studies have provided illustrations 

of systems principles, they were not specifically designed 

to measure marital interaction from a systems orientation. 

Since it is the purpose of this paper to use the systems 

framework, a consideration of Haley's comments on measure

ment problems in family systems will be helpful. 

Measurement Problems Unique to Systems Research 

Haley (1962) has pointed out that the instrumentation 

developed for research on individuals and artificial groups 

is not applicable to measuring the patterns characteristic 

of an ongoing system, because research on the individual 
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attempts to exclude all interpersonal factors, i.e., the 

typical responses of one person to another, as error vari

ance. It is precisely these interpersonal factors, howev

er, which axe the focus of systems research. Also, while 

in small group experiments the goal is to eliminate previ

ous relationships among subjects so as to study only the 

effect of a specific context on their behavior, the exact 

opposite is the goal in family and marital couple studies, 

where the typical, patterned responses of related members 

are studied and an attempt is made to eliminate the effect 

of the setting as much as possible. Stimson's (1966) 

findings are supportive of this argument. Using the Bales 

Interactional Process laboratory group scoring method, he 

foimd that, unlike laboratory groups, major husband-wife 

differences in role patterns did not occur in any system

atic way. 

In explaining the uniqueness of measurement problems 

in systems research, Haley (1962) has proposed two basic 

assumptions, both of which are congruent with Watzlawick's 

reciprocity assumption. The first assumption states that 

family members interact with each other differently than 

they do with other people. This aissumption would follow 

from the reciprocity assumption that a unique communica

tion pattern exists in the marital or family system. Sev

eral studies confirm Haley's assumption. Ryder (I968) com-



pared 64 married and 56 stranger dyads on a Color Blatching 

Test in which dyads were required to make 20 joint deci

sions as to best color match where ten of the 20 colors 

displayed were numbered differently for the two subjects. 

Taped discussions were coded for rationality, affectivity, 

and propensity for resolving disagreements. Coding was 

done by raters blind to the married-stranger dimension. 

Results indicated that, in general, subjects treated 

strangers more gently and more courteously than they did 

their spouses. 

Winter and Ferreira (1973) compared 20 married and 20 

stranger couples using their Ferreira-Winter Questionnaire 

technique and found greater spontaneous agreement, less 

politeness, more intrusive interruptions, and less ex

change of explicit information between married couples, 

as well as more representative decisions (i.e., greater 

choice fulfillment) in a faster time. They interpret 

these results as indicative of a greater familiarity (a 

history of relating) and, hence, less formal courtesy among 

married couples. 

Birchler (1973)» Vincent (1973)• and Vincent, Weiss, 

and Birchler (1974) fo\md differences between 12 distressed 

and 12 nondistressed maritauL partners as assessed by a mar

ital adjustment test and a clinical interview. However, 

these patterns did not generalize to interactions with 
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strangers. All married dyads engaged in significantly 

more low facilitative or negative, and less high facili-

tative or positive problem-solving behavior than stranger 

dyads composed of the same individuals, with distressed 

marrieds being the most negative of all. 

The above-mentioned studies, by confirming signifi

cant differences between interaction patterns of married 

versus stranger dyads, demonstrate that couples do in

deed interact with each other differently than they do 

with other people. The marital system is viewed as hav

ing a history of relating which has resulted in a distinct 

pattern of interacting between the two individuals rather 

than a pervasive style of interaction with all persons. 

This consideration leads to Haley's second assump

tion of family systems research, namely that the interac

tions in Y/hich family members engage over time evolve in

to patterns. This is a reiteration of the reciprocity 

assumption, which states that each participant in the in

teraction is simultaneously stimulus, response, and rein

forcement for the other. 

From the above considerations, it can be seen that 

appropriate measures of interacting systems must be able 

to discriminate interactions of different systems and to 

describe some aspect of a system's interaction pattern. 
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iJi Empirical Definition of a Functional System 

A number of studies have contributed extensively to 

the development of measures appropriate to the interaction 

focus of systems research. These measures describe various 

characteristics of the interaction pattern, and how that 

aspect differs in functional and dysfunctional systems. 

They have thus also assisted in the development of an em

pirically derived operational definition of a functional 

system. 

The Ferreira-Winter Variables. Ferreira and Winter 

(1965f 1966, 1968a, 1968b, 1974) have found consistent 

differences between normal and abnormal (i.e., neurotic, 

delinquent, and schizophrenic) families on measures of si

lence, spontaneous agreement, decision time, and choice 

fulfillment. Using a revealed differences format of sev

en neutral categories (e.g., color combination for a new 

car, foreign country to visit, etc.) they asked each fam

ily member to rate his or her three most liked and three 

least liked choices from ten options per category. Follow

ing these individual ratings, the members were asked to 

complete the same form as a family, with the ensuing dis

cussion of the family choices being taped. Spontaneous 

agreement was defined as the number of individual positive 

choices which were identical among family members. Deci

sion time was the time in minutes spent by the family in 

mill liii |-.'iM ^ ^ — - g ^ j — ^ ^ M ^ ^ 
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completing the joint questionnaire. Choice fulfillment 

was defined as the number of instances in which the indi

vidual's choices became the family's choices. This choice 

fulfillment score was regarded as a measure of family ef

ficiency in decision making, since it represents the de

gree to which the family met the wishes of its members. 

Normal families had more spontaneous agreement, more choice 

fulfillment, and shorter dicision time than abnormal fami

lies, all to a significant degree. Because these varia

bles did not involve the interpretation and lengthy tran

scriptions required in coding categories, their relative 

objectivity and ease of measurement made them especially 

desirable as research measures. 

The fact that the lower spontaneous agreement of ab

normal families occurred in all within-family dyads rather 

than being restricted to only one dyad or only dyads in

volving the person manifesting a problem illustrates the 

systems principle of reciprocity or mutual reinforcement 

in family interaction. 

In addition to the Ferreira-Winter variables, two 

others, equality of speech and interruptions or spontane

ous speech, contribute somewhat ambiguously to the defi

nition of a functional system. 

Equality of Speech. Several studies have investi

gated the variable, equality of speech, with differing 
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definitions and conflicting results. Murrell and Stacho-

wiak (1967) found patterns of "who talks to whom" to be 

highly stable for fajailies in different situations and 

over time, with members of nonclinic (i.e., functional) 

families distributing their statements less equally to oth

er members than clinic (i.e., dysfunctional) families. 

Murrell (1971) subsequently investigated 30 nonclin

ic family tetrads in order to determine whether measures 

of power and evenness of distributions previously found to 

discriminate clinic and nonclinic families were sensitive 

enough to differentiate between families within the non

clinic population. He used an adjustment rating which com

bined social acceptance (peer ratings) and achievement ef

fort scores (ratio of relative achievement to relative ver

bal I.Q.) and found that Average-adjusted families made de

cisions faster and talked more equally to one another than 

members of Low-adjusted families, using a modified version 

of the Ferreira-Winter revealed differences task. 

Winter a:id Ferreira (I969) found that members of ab

normal families, i.e., families having a schizophrenic, 

delinquent, or neurotic member, resembled each other more 

than members of normal families when total number of sec

onds of speech of each family member was correlated with 

that of the other two members. They interpreted this as 

demonstrating greater flexibility and freedom from con-
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straint in normail families, with greater rigidity of in

teraction patterns among abnormal families. 

Parsons and Alexander (1973) found that members of 

families of delinquents talked more equally after a treat

ment which resulted in significantly less delinquent re

cidivism and significantly greater resemblance to normal 

families in that they became less silent and increased 

their frequency and. duration of simultaneous speech (in

terruptions). The Parsons and Alexander measure of equal

ity of talk time or verbal reciprocity was the variance 

of the mean number of event recorder \mits that each fam

ily member accumulated (the greater the vauriance, the 

greater the inequality). 

Murrell (1971) suggests that the conflicting findings 

regarding evenness of inteirmember interaction distributions 

are possibly indicative that if a relationship with the ad

justment dimension exists at all, it is probably nonlinear. 

Simultaneous Speech. The simultaneous speech variable 

has also been investigated in several studies (Duncan, 1968; 

Mishler and Waxier, 1968; Riskin and Faunce, 1970; O'Connor 

and Stachowiak, 19711 Poon, Winter, and Ferreira, 1971J Al

len, 1973; and Parsons and Alexander, 1973)» and again the 

literature is contradictory. However, the more general 

finding seems to indicate that functional families have a 

greater amount of simultaneous speech, and that this re-

file:///mits
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fleets the greater spontaneity, flexibility, and permitted 

expressions of attempts to influence other members in 

functional families as opposed to more rigid and autocrat

ic patterns of interaction among nonfunctional families. 

Dimcan (1968) found a higher activity level, defined 

as total words spoken per family, number of interruptions, 

and frequency and duration of simultaneous speech, in par

ents of normal adolescent girls than in parents of delin

quent adolescent girls. 

Mishler and Waxier (1968) define interruptions as a 

style of interaction which functions to confront another 

member of the system in an attempt to control his behavior. 

They cite Haley as stating that the directness and lack of 

ambiguity characteristic of this kind of confrontation are 

absent from the control attempts of schizophrenic family 

members. Mishler and Waxier found support for HaJ-ey's 

statement in that normal families generally interrupted 

at a high rate that was equal for all members, while poor 

premorbid schizophrenic families interrupted at a medium 

rate and good premorbid families at a low rate, with dif

ferences usually occuring only when the schizophrenic child 

was present. They interpreted these results as demonstrat

ing that schizophrenic families are ambivalent about or a-

void the use of control strategies that directly confront 

other members in an attempt to control their behavior. 

j^aymHfc-^^jU 
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They conclude that norms for behavior having the direct, 

personally confronting quality of interruptions differ a-

cross types of families. For schizophrenics, these differ

ing norms apply only when parents interact with their 

child. For normal families, however, the data indicated 

that family norms permit all members of these families to 

make active attempts to influence each other and thus par

ticipate in the decision-making process. 

Riskin and Faunce (1970) included an interruption 

category in their Family Interaction Scales, When number 

of interruptions v/as too high, the identified patient-

child's personality was described as highly competitive 

and acting out. When interruptions were at an optimal 

level, they described the child as spontaneous, with com

petitiveness permitted in the family. When interruptions 

were too infrequent, they described the child as lacking 

spontaneity and having neurotic constrictions. They 

foimd the interruption variable to be only weakly dis

criminating (£<.10), with the contrast between neurotic 

or constricted (low interruptions) and normal families 

(high interruptions) being most consistent. 

O'Connor and Stachowiak (1971) foimd that families 

with a low adjusted child differed from high adjusted and 

retarded child families in that they had a lower number 

of interruptions during a given time period. Interrup-
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tions were defined as vocalization by two persons at the 

same time, and were called conflict. High adjusted fam

ilies showed high cohesion, defined as success of an in

terruption, in which the person interrupting was responded 

to, and also high conflict or number of interruptions. 

While these studies found more simultaneous speech 

in functional families, Poon, Winter, and Ferreira (1971) 

foxmd much less overlapping communication (two persons 

speaking simultaneously) in seconds for fimctional than 

for dysfunctional families. 

Allen (1973) found that while functionsa families 

spent relatively more time in simultaneous communication 

(measured in seconds), an analysis of variance failed to 

discriminate between functional and dysfunctional fami

lies on this basis. 

Parsons and Alexander (1973) incorporated the simul

taneous speech variable in their treatment study of de

linquent families and found their behavioral contracting 

group to demonstrate significantly greater frequency and 

duration of simultaneous speech as measured by simultane

ous event recorder deflections. 

Content Variables. In addition to the above process 

aspects, differences in content of communication and oth

er interaction behaviors have also been found to differ

entiate functional and dysfunctional marital systems. 
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Birchler (1973)» Vincent (1973)» and Vincent, Weiss, 

and Birchler (1974) found differences between 12 distressed 

and 12 nondistressed marital partners as assessed by a mar

ital adjustment test and a clinical interview. A 29-cate-

gory Marital Interaction Coding System of positive and neg

ative social reinforcement given during four minutes of 

conversation and ten minutes of problem solving related to 

marital conflict (Olson and Ryder, 1970) discriminated the 

two groups. Significantly more negative social reinforce

ment (i.e., more complain, criticize, and put down, etc. 

responses) was observed in distressed couples in both con

versation and problem-solving situations, while signifi

cantly more positive social reinforcement (i.e., compromise, 

accept responsibility, problem solve, etc.) characterized 

the nondistressed couples during problem solving only. 

Vincent (1973) and Rogers (1973) have described be

haviors chsLracteristic of normal versus distressed couples. 

Vincent (1973) found that distressed couples reported sig

nificantly fewer pleasing and significantly more displeas

ing spouse behaviors over five days of spouse observation 

than did nondistressed couples. He also reported that rec

reational behavior of distressed couples contained signifi

cantly fewer activities spent with spouse and significantly 

more with others than that of nondistressed. 

Tr trt\ r r I—• .*•• iiiiiiiifcMJifc«iiBfc.iA" 
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Rogers (1973) reported similar findings in her inves

tigation of symmetry and complementarity in relationship 

patterns (as measured by the Ericson, 1973» interaction 

coding system) of marital couples exhibiting different lev

els of perceived role discrepancy strain. She found that 

lower discrepant dyads spent more time together, talked 

more with one another, talked about more topics, especially 

more personal topics, and reported greater satisfaction 

with their commurdcation relationship and their marriage, 

all significantly more than high discrepant couples. Al

so, high discrepants expressed fewer support messages, had 

more wife one-up control movements, fewer husband one-downs, 

and more symmetrical transactions. From these studies it 

is seen that the healthy versus disturbed systems differ 

in content as well aa in process of interaction. 

In the above review of measures defining a functional 

system, a variety of measures has been described. Ferrei

ra and Winter's vsiriables of silence, decision time, spon

taneous agreement, and choice fulfillment would seem to be 

the best indicators of functional systems since they avoid 

social desirability problems (being based on neutral con

tent areas) and require no interpretation in scoring. Al

so, adequate reliability and validity data exist for these 

measures. The spontaneous speech and equality of talk time 

variables, while possessing the desirable characteristics 
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of objectivity in scoring, have not been found to discrim

inate functional systems as reliably as the Ferreira-Win

ter variables. The interaction coding measures, wh3le sig

nificantly discriminating functional and dysfunctional sys

tems, can be criticized because of the ambiguity of inter

pretation in applying codes to interaction units, as well 

as the fallacy of equating rater agreement with reliability 

(Johnson and Bolstad, 1973? Lawlis and Chatfield, 1974). 

Self-report measures of spouse behaviors have also discrim

inated significantly between functional and dysfunctional 

couples, but a}"e susceptible to the bias of social desira

bility. 

Because the above multiple measures differentiate 

functional and dysfunctional systems, they supply a means 

for evaluating the effectiveness with which intervention 

strategies promote a more functional marital system, A 

number of studies dealing with such strategies will now 

be considered for their potential in promoting a more func

tional marital system. 

Potential of Interventions for 
Promoting a Functional System 

Case Studies. Several case studies, while not utiliz

ing systems tiheory as such, have incorporated the notion of 

reciprocity in their intervention strategies, Rappaport 

and Harrell (1972) described a reciprocity and social ex

change approach to resolving marital conflicts. An operant 
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type of positive reinforcement was a key element in imple

menting the behavior exchange program. By this principle 

it was assumed that when spouses substituted desirable be

haviors for undesirable behaviors on a reciprocal basis, 

the new behaviors would positively reinforce both individu

als and thus lead to a more satisfying marriage. A case 

report in which a couple successfully learned to negotiate 

these kinds of exchanges to resolve their conflicts was re

ported. 

Hickok and Komechak (1974) also used an operant, con

tingency contracting treatment with a married couple, the 

goal being reciprocity of positive reinforcement. In ad

dition, they employed a token economy system based on Stu

art •s (1968; 1969) model (discussed below). Token rein

forcement was made contingent upon desired behaviors, i.e., 

more sex from wife and more conversation from husband; and 

tokens could be exchanged for reciprocally desired behav

iors from the spouse. 

Stem and Marks (1973) reported marked improvement in 

communication and sexual relations over four weeks with mar

ried couples who verbally contracted to exchange recipro

cally desired behaviors. 

In these case studies, outcome was assessed by be

havioral records kept by each spouse as well as by spouses' 

verbal self-report and therapist's judgment of improvement. 

Although the reliability of these measures was not deter-
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mined and hence may be questionable, the fact that the 

couples improved can be interpreted as contributing to the 

validity of training couples in reciprocal positive rein

forcement and of the systems model. 

Experiments^ Studies. Experimental studies of mari

tal and family therapy have examined only a few types of 

treatment approaches, only one of which used a systems 

framework. 

Pierce (1973) used the Carkhuff model of attending, 

observing, and listening via role playing to teach empa

thy to five couples seeking marital counseling for a poor 

communication problem. While statistically significant 

change in the Carkhuff communication behaviors occurred in 

the trained group as compared with no change in an insight 

control group, communication behaviors still did not reach 

even the minimally effective level. Since the study re

ported no other measure of marital satisfaction, outcome 

in terras of a more successful marriage cannot be evaluated. 

Stuart (1968; 1969) reported success with an operant-

interpersonal treatment of msurital discord based on the 

assumption that successful marriages can be differentiated 

from unsuccessful marriages by the frequency and range of 

positive reinforcement exchanged by both partners. He de

vised a four-stage seven-session program, which culminated 

in an exchange of positive responses on a reciprocal basis 

and used a token system, for four couples complaining of 
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low-rate conversational and sexusd behavior and on the 

brink of divorce. Behavioral checklists and scores on Far-

ber's Marital Satisfaction Assessment Inventory adminis

tered before treatment, at the last session, and at 24- and 

48-week follow-ups revealed that reported satisfaction in

creased with rate of reported behavioral changes. However, 

the small sample and lack of control group, as well as the 

lack of additional research using this method leads to the 

conclusion that the general effectiveness of this treatment 

method is still to be substantiated. 

Weiss, Hops, and Patterson (1973) employed three types 

of measures! structured interviews, coded samples of ongo

ing problem-solving behaviors (as in Vincent, 1973; and 

Birchler, 1973» above) and home observations of family in

teraction in assessing the outcome of their intervention 

program. Treatment was an extension of Stuart's model (a-

bove) and consisted of training in labeling behavioral con

tingencies and a system of positive reinforcement exchanges 

through the use of contracting and negotiation skills. In 

two separate studies in an ongoing Oregon Research Insti

tute project, they (1973) reported significant pre-post in

tervention changes on interaction codes, increased number 

of recorded pleasing spouse behaviors, and substantial 

gains on the Locke-Wallace measure of marital adjustment. 

Thus, the effectiveness of this reciprocal behavior exchange 

program as a treatment method for marital couples is now 
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receiving multiple mesisure support in an ongoing research 

project. 

Alexander and Parsons (1973) and Parsons and Alexander 

(1973) designed an empirically derived family intervention 

program for increasing family reciprocity. These are the 

only treatment studies known to have used a systems frame

work and to have evaluated the effectiveness of their 

treatment in terms of empirically based changes toward 

more normal, functional kinds of family interaction. The 

treatment used a reciprocal behavior-exchange program a-

mong family members, with therapists positively reinforc

ing positive and clear communication and negotiation be

haviors. Significant differences between this behavioral 

treatment group and insight-oriented, client-centered, and 

no-treatment control groups were found in process as well 

as outcome measures. Process variables werei equality 

of taUc time, silence, and frequency and duration of simul

taneous speech. These variables were used as measures of 

family reciprocity, since previous family interaction stud

ies were cited as showing fewer interruptions and, in gen

eral, less communication activity in dysfunctional fami

lies. The outcome measure used was the delinquent member's 

recidivism rate, on which the behavioral exchange treatment 

group was significantly lower. 

The Stuart, Weiss et al., and Parsons and Alexander 

studies have all shown an exchange of reinforcement method 
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to be effective in training couples and families to re

solve conflicts. This ability to problem-solve, deal with 

conflict, or make joint decisions is crucial to the func

tional system, as Ferreira and Winter (1968a) have pointed 

out. In discussing the implications of lower spontaneous 

agreement in dysfunctional families, and the correlations 

between spontaneous eigreement and decision time, Ferreira 

and Winter state that a lower spontaneous agreement neces

sitates the family's taking a longer time to reach deci

sions. Also, when sponta.neous agreement is lov/er, the in

dividual member of the system has less chance for choice 

fulfillment. It follows intuitively that this situation 

would probably lead to greater frustration, unhappiness, 

and anger in decision maJcing in dysfunctional systems. 

This in turn would result in even more difficulty in intra-

system communication. It can be hypothesized, therefore, 

that a treatment which would train families or couples in 

decision-making and conflict-resolution skills would pro

mote a more functional system. 

Weiss et al. (1973) argue for the necessity of behav

ior-exchange training and point out an inadequacy of com

munication training. They maintain that it is not enough 

for couples to simply attend to and reflect each other's 

statements of conflict. Rather, they emphasize that cou

ples must also be equipped with skills for resolving con

flicts if the system is to function efficiently. Based on 

•H-.. . ».;»-- ̂ :jJ..»^^-CJ1^;.h*-ija^M— 
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these considerations, it can be hypothesized that behav

ior exchange training would promote a more functional 

system than communication training. 

Summary and Hypothesis 

The appropriateness of systems theory for marital in

teraction studies has been discussed. Basic principles of 

systems theory have been explained and several marital in

teraction studies have been interpreted as illustrating 

these principles. Measurement problems imique to systems 

research were considered, and measures appropriate to sys

tems research were reviev/ed. This yielded an empirically 

derived operational definition of a functional system as 

well as a source of evaluative measures for testing the ef

fectiveness of msirital intervention strategies in promoting 

a more functional system. Finally, the use of communica

tion training and behavior exchange training was reviewed 

and considered for potential in promoting a more functional 

system. The behavior exchange intervention was found to 

incorporate the notion of reciprocity and to facilitate 

problem solving and conflict resolution skills which are 

essential to a functional system. 

Based on the above considerations, this study will use 

a systems framework and multiple measures (Campbell and Stan

ley, 1963; Paul, 1969) to evaluate the following hypothesis 1 
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A behavior exchange treatment will effect more posi

tive change in the marital system, as measured by communi

cation, marital adjustment, and conflict variables, than 

a commimication treatment, which will produce more posi

tive change than a placebo treatment. 



CHAPTER II 

Method 

The following method was used in investigating the 

relative effectiveness of communication and behavior ex

change training in promoting positive changes in the mar

ital system. 

Design 

Two marital group treatments, communication training 

and behavior exchange training, were compared with a pla

cebo control group for their effectiveness in promoting 

positive changes in the interaction patterns of married 

couples. The independent variable v/as kind of treatment 

and the dependent variables were the outcome measures of 

seconds of silence, equality of talk time, frequency and 

duration of simultaneous speech (Alexander and Parsons, 

1973)1 spontaneous agreement, choice fulfillment, deci

sion time (Ferreira and Winter, 1965» 1966, 1968a, 1968b, 

1973» 1974); scores on the Locke-Wallace Marital Adjust

ment Scale (1959); and scores on the Weiss et al. (1973) 

Areas of Change Questionnaire. 

Dependent measure scores were analyzed according to 

the Posttest-Only Control Group Design. This design v̂ as 

used to control for the reactiveness of testing, since 

. 28 
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Parsons and Alexander (1973) found pretesting to interact 

significantly with treatment in their family systems in

tervention study. This design was also used in order to 

allow for generalization to non-pretested couples (Camp

bell and Stanley, I963). 

A three-group completely randomized analysis of var

iance was employed to analyze the data of all dependent 

measures except the Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment Scale. 

This measure was analyzed using a 3x2 completely random

ized factorial design since it included an additional, sex-

of-client factor. 

Instrumentation 

Measures of silence, frequency and duration of simul

taneous speech, equality of talk time, spontaneous agree

ment, choice fulfillment, and decision time were taken from 

the Ferreira-V/inter Questionnaire (Ferreira and Winter, 

1965) (Appendix A). This questionnaire is a revealed dif

ferences task consisteing of seven situations, each with 

ten possible alternatives or choices. Spouses are instruct

ed to number their three most liked choices and to cross 

out their three least liked for each of the seven situa

tions. The seven situations are intended to be as neutral 

as possible and the alternatives comparable in cultural and 

social desirability. The situations refer toi famous peo

ple they might want to meet, foods they might order in a 
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restaurant, countries they might want to visit, sports e-

vents they might desire to attend, magazines to which they 

might wish to subscribe, two-tone color combinations they 

would prefer for their next car, and television programs 

they might want to watch. 

Spontaneous agreement represents the amount of 

matched choices that exists between husband and wife as 

measured by comparing their individually filled out ques

tionnaires. One spontaneous agreement is coimted whenever 

an alternative msurked liked or disliked matches with the 

same alternative marked in the same way by the spouse. 

There is a possible maximum score of six matches per sit- n 

uation, with a possible range of zero to 42 for all seven J 

situations. Reliability for the spontaneous agreement var- ^ 
n 

iable as measured by the split-half correlation corrected ^ 

by the Spearman Brown formula was reported to be .502 (Fer- OB 
'0 

reira and Winter, 1965» for 125 families diagnosed asi 50 I 
< 

normal, 15 schizophrenic, l6 delinquent, and 44 maladjust

ed). Six-month test-retest reliability for 23 families 

(13 normal and 10 in conjoint family therapy during the six 

months) was reported to be .708 (Ferreira and Winter, 1966). 

Decision time is the length of time in seconds that 

it takes a couple to complete the questionnaire together. 

It is measured from the time the tester leaves the room 

(as signaled by closing the door) until they complete the 

last situation. Decision time has been regsurded by Fer-
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reira and Winter (1965) as another measure of relative 

efficiency of couple functioning since, other things be

ing equal, the more time a couple requires to reach deci

sions, the less efficient they can be said to be. Test-

retest reliability for 23 families was .715 (Ferreira 

and Winter, 1966). 

Silence is the length of time in seconds in which 

there is no verbal communication between the spouses in 

filling out the questionnaire together. Interjudge reli

ability for measuring silence in seconds by means of a 

stop watch was .99 for eight families (Ferreira and Win

ter, 1968b). Six month test-retest reliability for ten ^ 

normal and ten abnormal families (in conjoint family ther- Jj 

apy during the six months) was .536* The correlation be- îl 

tween percentage of silence in the questionnaire and a ^ 

TAT family story-telling task was .625» indicating that 5 

silence is a rather stable interaction characteristic of J 
< 

the family system (Ferreira and Winter, 1968b). Given 

these findings about silence, the significant treatment 

effect for change in the direction of less silence in de

linquent families reported by Parsons and Alexander (1973) 

is notable. 

The literature on equality of speech is somewhat am

biguous, as stated above. The reliability and validity of 

this variable cannot be discussed with any degree of confi

dence. Thus, it was included in this study in an attempt 
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to clarify whether it varies with improvement, as meas

ured by the above-mentioned variables. Equality of speech 

was measured as the variance of the mean number of state

ments made per couple, in the manner of Parsons and Al

exander (1973)» above. 

Results on duration and frequency of simultaneous 

speech are also conflicting. The more frequent finding, 

however, has been that normal families interrupt more fre

quently and for a longer duration than abnormal ones. 

These variables were also included in this study in an at

tempt to help clarify whether they discriminate interac

tion systems on the basis of improvement. 

The Locke-V/allace (1959) Marital Adjustment Scale ^ 

(Appendix B) is composed of 15 items found to be signifi- n 
n 

cant discriminators of marital adjustment in previous re- I 
I — 

search. These items do not duplicate one another and cov- 5 
TO 

er the important areas of marital adjustment and predic- ^ 
< 

tion of satisfaction as judged by the authors. The items 

consist of eight topics to be checked according to the 

approximate extent of agreement or disagreement between 

the responder and his/her spouse, six multiple-choice items, 

and a seven-point scale to be checked according to the de

gree of happiness of the responder's marriage. Reliability 

and validity data were obtained for 118 husbands and 118 

wives (representing 236 marrisiges). The ssunple was predom

inantly young, native-white, college educated, Protestant, 
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white-collar and professional, and urban. Split-half re

liability corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula was .90. 

Forty-eight of the 236 subjects were known to be maladjust

ed in marriage. They were matched for age and sex with 48 

persons in the sample judged to be exceptionally well-ad

justed in marriage. Mean adjustment score was 135.9 for 

the well-adjusted group and 71.7 for the maladjusted group. 

This difference was significant and therefore substantiated 

the validity of the scale. The Locke-Wallace scores were 

analyzed as individual scores and as husband-wife differ

ence scores, in keeping with the systems approach of the 

study. ĵ  
X 

The Areas of Change Questionnaire was developed by > 

Weiss et al. (1973) to pinpoint areas of conflict. Each ::j 
n 

spouse is asked to indicate on a seven-point scale whether I 
r 

his/her partner should engage in any of a list of 34 spe- J 

cific activities much less, less, somewhat less, no change, > 
Am 

somewhat more, more, or much more. The list is then repeat

ed, this time with the subject indicating the amount of 

change he would be willing to attempt in order to please 

his/her spouse. Deviations from "no change" indicate re

ported dissatisfaction. A conflict score is obtained by 

summing the absolute values given an item by both spouses, 

and can range from zero to six per item for 68 items. A 

copy of the scale appears in Appendix C. 
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In order to assess whether the three kinds of groups 

did, in fact, engage in different kinds of activities, a 

validation instrument was constructed consisting of five 

statements describing vsirious kinds of activities which a 

marital group could pursue. Spouses were asked to indi

cate the degree to which each activity was carried out in 

their group by checking one of five optional never, very 

little, some, very much, and almost entirely. The five 

statements referred toi discussing topics of interest; 

engaging in role playing; dealing with such communication 

behaviors as eye contact, repeating the partner's state

ment, and reflecting the other's feeling; being very spe- ^ 
X 

cific about troublesome or problem behaviors; and doing > 

specific homework assignments between sessions. The sec- Zj 

ond and third items were meant to describe activities spe- I 
cific to the communication group, and the fourth and fifth J 

0 

to the behavioral group. A copy of the questionnaire may ^ 
be found in Appendix D. 

Subject Recruitment 

Since a recent study (Ferreira and Winter, 1974) has 

shown that differences in spontaneous agreement between 

normal and abnormal couples do not appear until four years 

of marriage, only spouses who have been meLrried to each 

other at least four years were included in the study. 
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Twenty-four couples, six from Lubbock, Texas and 18 

from Syracuse, New York, who responded to a brief notice 

in the local news media announcing marital skills training 

groups (Appendix E) constituted the sample. Table 1 il

lustrates that while the groups were offered 17 times, six 

in Lubbock and 11 in Syracuse, only nine groups were actu

ally completed I three behavioral, three coioiainication, 

and three placebo. One of each of these v/as conducted in 

Lubbock and two in Syracuse. Of the remaining eight groups, 

four failed to obtain a response from couples, due at least 

once to poor cooperation from the media. One group met 

once but then disbanded because of unforeseen events for n 

two couples (i.e., a death in the family of one couple and ^ 

m 
n 

a loss of job necessitating an out-of-town trip for a job 

interview for the other). A second group was cancelled ^ 

because of a blizzard the day the group was to begin. Two j 
u 

groups who were to constitute a no-treatment control failed \ 
< 

to materialize because couples who had registered failed 

to show up or left when asked to complete the questionnaires. 

Failure to show up after registering was a greater 

problem than attrition for the Lubbock groups. In Lubbock, 

a total of 19 couples registered for the groups, whi3.e on

ly 11 reported for the first session. Due to the one group 

of three couples that had to disband because of death or 

loss of job, only eight Lubbock couples completed treatment. 

Of these eight, one couple in the communication group un-
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avoidably missed the final session and was tested later. 

This data was not used in the final analysis. Also, one 

couple in the placebo group was dropped from the analysis 

since one spouse was a psychology major anci hence, the 

couple was not thought to be naive about the nature of 

their group. 

In Syracuse, 32 couples registered for the groups, 

but only 24 showed up for the first session. Four of the 

missing eight didn't show up due to a blizzard and did not 

choose to register for a later group. Twenty couples com

pleted the groups, and four dropped out. Eighteen of these 

20 were used in the final analysis. One was dropped be- ^ 
X 

cause they had not been married to each other for four Jj 

years. The other was not used because they were to have ^ 
n 

been in the no-treatment control group and this group was ^ 
r 

never completed. n 
> 

Subject Characteristics < 

Mean ages of the three groups were as followsi wives 

of the behavioral group, 31•86, husbands, 33•638 communica

tion wives, 34.75» husbands, 36; placebo wives, 42, hus

bands, 46.38. Behavioral couples were married an average 

of 6.63 years and averaged 1.75 children, communication 

couples 13.38 years with 1.88 children, and placebo couples 

17 years with 2.38 children. Both spouses from one couple 

in the behavioral group reported a previous divorce, and 
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one husband and one wife in the placebo group, not married 

to each other, reported a previous divorce. 

Years education for behavioral wives averaged l6, for 

husbands, 17.5; for communication wives, 15.13; for hus

bands, 15#19I for placebo wives, 15.36, for husbands, 16.31. 

Mean income level for all groups was in the $12,501 to 

$15*000 bracket. Church affiliation also did not differ 

greatly among the three groups. Within sill groups there 

were 19 Protestants, nine Catholics, six Jews, and 15 re

porting no religious affiliation. 

Status of normaJ-ity as defined by Ferreira and Winter 

(1974) showed that more husbands than wives indicated cur- ^ 
X 

rently having an emotional problem, currently receiving > 
in 

therapy, or being arrested for any criminal offense v/ithin ^ 

the past three years. Only three persons in the behavioral I 
r 

group indicated currently being in therapy. None indicated 5 
73 

having emotional problems, and one indicated an arrest. In > 

the communication group, eight persons indicated being in 

therapy and an additional one indicated having an emotion

al problem. In the placebo group, six persons indicated 

being in therapy; four of these also indicated emotional 

problems. 

Group Leaders 

Fifteen leaders, seven femaJ.es and eight males, were 

solicited from among the doctoral students in counseling 

< 

http://femaJ.es
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psychology at Texas Tech and from masters students in so

cial work and doctoral students in clinical psychology at 

Syracuse University. All leaders were either at least 

masters level students or had had some therapy-related 

work experience. Leaders were assigned in male-female 

teams to therapy treatment conditions. 

Based on the Parsons and Alexander study (1973), lead

ers received training during a three-week period. This 

training consisted of a session-by-session description of 

the treatment program; the use of techniques specific to 

the given treatment; role playing of possible group situ

ations; and ongoing consultation during treatment. ^ 
X 

Leader teams were trained separately for their re- i 
spective treatments. Prior to training, leaders were A 

m 
a 

asked to read manuals specific to their treatments as well ^ 

0 
> 

as designated orientation material. For the communication i 

training leaders this material was Carkhuff's The Art of 

Helping (1973). For the behavior-exchange leaders the 

reading was Parsons and Alexander's (1973) modified ver

sion of Living with Families by Gerald Patterson. The 

placebo group leaders received no orientation reading. 

The first week of training for group leaders consist

ed of one hour of discussing the reading material and/or 

the techniques of training (e.g., role playing), one hour 

of going over the session-by-session description of treat

ment, and one hour of role playing. The second and third 
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weeks of training consisted of ongoing consultation for 

the actual treatment sessions. Treatment sessions had 

been taped, with the written consent of the couples in 

each group (Appendix F). Consultation consisted of pin

pointing for trainers those behaviors in which they were 

to engage, reinforcing specific instances when they oc

curred, and emphasizing the need to use them and instruct

ing in how to use them when they did not. 

Procedure 

The Lubbock groups met in two seminar rooms in the 

basement of the Texas Tech Business Administration Build- ^ 
m 

ing. The Syracuse groups met at a local church, at the ^ 

Human Development Center, or at the Red Cross, depending ^ 

on where a room could be reserved. All groups met for 5 

two hours twice a week for two v/eeks. Each treatment group 

consisted of a total of eight couples v/ho met in subgroups 

of two, three, or four couples each, depending on number < 

of couples registered, no shows, and attrition. Assign

ment to treatment depended upon which group was meeting 

at the time the couple was able to attend. 

The communication group received training in the Cark

huff -defined (1973) interpersonal skills of attending, re

sponding, initiating, and communication. The Carkhuff 

training model was used to train couples in these skills. 

According to this model, the responsive and initiative di-

> 

.0 
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mensions were first presented didactically. The didactic 

explanation of the given skill was followed by a demon

stration by the leaders as models and then by role play

ing and behavior rehearsal on the part of the participat

ing couples. During role playing, the couples received 

immediate feedback and shaping from the leaders as well 

as from each other as they learned. Session-by-session 

details of the training procedure appeaji' in the Communica

tion Training Manual, Appendix G. 

The behavior exchange groups received training in 

the Weiss et al. (1973) modules of discrimination or pin

pointing and negotiation and contracting skills. Teach

ing, group discussion, modeling, and actual negotaition Jj 

of contracts were used to train couples in these skills. fn 
n 

An important part of the program involved the homework ^ 
r 

assignments of carrying out negotiated contracts and keep- « 

ing records of specific, contracted behaviors and their % 
< 

reinforcers. Leaders' positive reinforcement of desired 

behaviors during training sessions was also a vital com

ponent in shaping the new skills. A detailed, session-by-

session description of the training procedure appeaors in 

the Behavior Exchange Training Manual, Appendix H. 

The placebo group was asked to generate topics they 

wanted to discuss. They were then allowed to discuss them 

freely, with almost no input from the leaders. Leader be

haviors were restricted to reflection, clarification, and 
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low level interpretation, and occurred at a very low fre

quency. A detailed manual which served as a guide for 

placebo group leaders appears in Appendix I. 

Testing occurred during the final hour of the fourth 

session for all groups. Each couple completed the Ferrei

ra-Winter Questionnaire, the Locke-Wallace Marital Adjust

ment Scale, the Areas of Change Questionnaire, the Group 

Activities Questionnaire, and questions concerning demo

graphic data (Appendix J). In order to insure independence 

of husband and v/ife in completing the tests, spouses were 

asked to move to separate tables, or to separate rooms if 

space existed, during the testing. When couples had com- ^ 
X 

pleted the Ferreira-Winter Questionnaire individually, each > 
couple in turn was asked to move to a small room equipped ^ 

n 
with a tape recorder for the joint completion of the ques- I 

r 

tionnaire. Instructions for this portion of the question- 5 

naire are presented in Appendix K. 
After the couples had completed the testing, they 

were told that the nature of the program was an investiga

tion of several types of training for married couples in 

order to determine whether one was more helpful than the 

others. 

Referrals 

Couples in Lubbock who expressed a desire for addition

al marital counseling were referred to the Texas Tech Psy-

-< 
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chology Clinic. One couple from the comm\mication group 

sought this assistance and their intake interview was 

conducted immediately after the final session. Couples 

in Syracuse were given a list of referral agencies, as 

well as offered marital therapy from me. One couple 

from the placebo group and one from the behavioral group 

requested therapy. In addition, one group of couples 

who received the behavioral treatment expressed a desire 

to continue meeting on a monthly basis in order to more 

firmly establish their newly learned skills. Two of 

these couples met with me on a monthly basis, and one of 

them eventually requested individual help. ^ 
X 
> 

Summary and Statement of Hypotheses JJJ 
A modified post-test only control group design was a- n 

I 
dopted for this study in order to control for reactiveness ^ 

5 
of testing and to allow for generalization to non-pretested o 

> 

couples. The Ferreira-V/inter Questionnaire was presented < 

as the instrument for assessing the dependent variables of 

spontaneous agreement, choice fulfillment, decision time, 

silence, equality of talk time, and frequency and duration 

of simultaneous speech. Reliability and validity of these 

communication variables as well as of the Locke-Wallace 

Marital Adjustment Scale and the Weiss Areas of Change Ques

tionnaire were discussed. Subject recruitment and demo

graphic characteristics were presented. Selection and 
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training of group leaders, assignment of couples to treat

ment, details of each treatment procedure, and method of 

referral were described. 

The following experimental hypotheses clarify the 

direction of prediction for each of the dependent meas

ures; 

1. The behavior exchange group will show less con

flict on the Areas of Change Questionnaire than the com

munication group, which will show less conflict than the 

placebo group. 

2. The behavior exchange group will show greater 

marital adjustment on the Locke-Wallace Marital Adjust- ^ 
X 

ment Scale than the communication group, which will show Jj 

greater adjustment than the placebo control. rti 
n 

On the Ferreira-Winter Questionnaire: ^ 
r 

3. The behavior exchange group will show more spon- 5 

taneous agreement than the communication group, v/hich will ^ 
< 

show more spontaneous agreement than the placebo control. 

4. The behavior exchange group will show greater 

choice fulfillment than the communication group, which 

will show greater choice fulfillment than the placebo 

control. 

5. The behavior exchange group will show a shorter 

decision time than the communication group, which will 

show a shorter decision time than the placebo control. 
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6. The behavior exchange group will show less si

lence than the communication group, which will show less 

silence than the placebo control. 

7. The behavior exchange group will show greater 

equality of talk time between spouses than the communi

cation group, which will show greater equality of talk 

time than the placebo group. 

8. The behavior exchange group will show greater 

frequency of simultaneous speech than the communication 

group, which will show greater frequency of simultaneous 

speech than the placebo control. 

9. The behavior exchange group will show greater 

duration of simultaneous speech than the communication 

group, which will show greater duration of simultaneous ^ 

speech than the placebo control. I 

m 
> 

-< 

is. , 



CHAPTER III 

Results 

It has been hypothesized that both a behavior ex

change and a communication training treatment v/ould be 

effective in promoting changes in the marital system. 

It has also been predicted that the behcivior exchange 

treatment would effect inore positiw change than the COL-

munication treatment, which would produce more pcfc'it5.ve 

change than a placebo control, v/ith positive chimge be

ing assessed by multiple outcome ruoasures. 

This chapter will deal with an analysis of the out- . 

come measures in order to determine v/hether the above >< 
> 

hypotheses were, in fact, supported. To further verify ^ 
m 

this support, group demographic differences must be ex- " 

amined and diffe;;ences in grox'p treatment jxtivD.ties must C 

be confirmed. If demographic c'Jfferences occur in groups ^ 

that also show a treatment effect, it will be unclear < 

whether the effect is due to the demographic difference;> 

or to the treatraeat. Also, if differences in treatment 

activities can be validated, then any group differences 

in dependent outcome variables which are not attributable 

to other internal or external sources of variance (i.e., 

demographic differences, attention, history, etc.) can be 

attributed to specific treatment activity. 

46 
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Demographic Differences 

The demographic data of the three treatment groups 

was first examiijid to determine whether differences exist

ed v/hich could confound an interpretation of a treatment 

effect. An examination of means (Appendix N) shov/ed that 

groups did not differ in education, income level, or his

tory of previous divorce. A chi square analysis revealed 

that differences in church affiliation (Table 2) and stat--

us of normality (Table 3) also did not significantly dis

criminate the three groups, although the communication 

group tended to report more current emotional problems said. 

to be receiving more psychotherapy. m 

> 

en 
Table 2 ^ 

m 
Chi Square Analysis of Church Affiliation of Couples ^ 
in the Behavioral, Communication, and Placebo Groups 

Type of 
Group Prot 
Behav- 5 
ioral 
Communi- 5 
cation 
Placebo 8 

Fre 
Cath 

3 

4 

2 

ouencjos 
Jewish 

3 

J 

0 

0 th 5 r 
0 

0 

0 

" . . . - • • 

None 

5 

3 

7 

2 
% 

6.03 

.«_._ . 

df p 
6 •c.i+o 
(n.s.) 

An analysis of variance for age (Table 4) and years 

married (Table 5) revealed significant differences among 

the groups for both variables. A Newman-Keuls comparison 

of means test revealed that the placebo couples were mar-

> 

< 

I.PJU 
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Table 3 

Chi Square Analysis of Status of Normality of Couples 

in the Behavioral, Communication, and Placebo Groups 

Emo- Re- Ther- Eratnl. 
Type tional cent apy, Probs., 
of Nor- Ther- Prob- Ar- 1 atnl, Ar- 2 
Group mal apy lems rest Probs. rest 9( df 
Behav-
i o r a l 12 0 3 1 0 0 15,91 10 <:,10 
Communi- ( n . s . ) 
c a t i o n 7 2 5 0 1 1 

Placebo 10 0 2 0 4 0 

ried significantly longer (j> ,05) than the couples in the 

behavioral groin and v-re significantly older (̂  ,01) than 

couples in both the behavioral r. d̂ the communication groups. 

If these differences are found to coincide with differences 

in the dependent variables, thtiy will confound the inter

pretation of a treatment effect. 

Table 4 

Analysis of Variance of Ago of Couples in the 

Behavioral, Communication, and Placebo Groups 

Source 

Type of Group 

Sex of Spouse 

Group X Sex 

Error 

SS 

1148.41 

72.61 

22.61 

4142.12 

df 

2 

1 

9 
».•» 

42 

MS 

574.20 

72.61 

11.30 

98.62 

' 

F 

5.̂ 2 

.73 

• I-

P 
<.oi 

n.s. 

n.s. 

••• - ' • • • • - - r- - ^ ^ ^ — „ . - • J ^ » 
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Table 5 

Analysis of Variance of Years Married of Couples in 

the Behavioral, Communication, and Placebo Groups 

Source SS 

Type of Group 443.58 

Error II63.25 

Valfi.dation of Differences 

df 

2 

21 

MS F 

221.79 4,00 

55.39 

in Treatment; Activities 

P 

<:.05 

In order to determine whether groups differed in 

treatment activities, a chi square analysis was performed 

on the frequencies of responses to the Group Activities 

Questionnaire (Appendix N). Power, or the probability 

thai; a hypothesis of no group differences in respons3 

frequencies would be rejected when f Ise (Cohen, 1965)» 

was c99 for all five questions. An examination of the 

frequency data (Table 6) revealed that ihe activities 

tapped by questions two and three, i.e., role playing 

and communication behaviors, were reported as havijig been 

done very much or almcî t entirely by the commionication 

group, and that the activities presented in questions 

four and five, i*e., being specific about troublesome 

behaviors and doing homework assignments, were reported 

as having been done very î uch or almost entirely by the 

behavioral group. Responses to question one, which re

lated to discussing topics of interest to the group, did 

not differ significantly among the groups. 

_ _ Tn»S TlCn LIBRART 
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Table 6 

Chi Square /nalysis of Group Responses 

to the Group Activities Questionnaire 

Type Very Almost 
Item of Nev- Lit- Very En- 2 
Number Group er tic Some Much tirely % df 

1 Behavioral 0 0 5 8 3 9 t 9 5 8<.3 
Communi- (n.s.) 
cation 1 3 3 7 2 

Placebo 0 0 6 6 4 

2 BehaYioral 2 6 6 2 0 28,83 8^001 
Com u.ini-
ca t i on 0 0 4 10 2 

Placebo 6 5 3 1 0 

3 Behavioral 2 0 7 7 0 3̂ '.37 8<;00l 

Communi-" 
cation 0 0 0 9 7 

Placebo 0 4 6 5 0 

4 Behavioral 0 0 1 8 7 23.3 8<,005 
Communi
cation 1 2 5 6 2 

Placebo 0 4 9 3 0 

5 Behavioral 0 0 1 8 7 55.06 8<.001 
Communi
ca t i on 0 0 9 6 1 

Placebo 13 1 1 0 1 

- ^ - ' • - • - • ' ' 
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Differences in group treatment activities are there

fore validated, and thus, any group differences in depen

dent variables can be related to reported differences in 

the three treatments. 

Dependent Variable Differences 

Areas of Change Questionnaire. An analysis of vari

ance of the conflict scores (Appen-ix N) of the Areas of 

Change Que lionnaire (Table 7) showed that the groups did 

not differ on this moasure. Thus, the hypothesis that 

the behavior exchange croup would show less conflict on 

the Areas of Change Questionnaire than the communication ^ 
m 

group, sjnd that the communication group would show less ^ 
en 

conflict than the placebo control was not supported. ^ 
m 
a 

Table 7 ^ 
r 

Analysis of Variance of Conflict Scores of the Areas ^ 
of Ch?nge Questionnaire for All Groups -̂  

A 

Source SS df 

Type of Group 798.08 2 399.04 .86 n.s. 

Error 9663.88 21 460.18 

Post hoc power, or the probability that this hypothe

sis would be rejected v/hen false, was found to be very low, 

only .19. Since power is, in part, a function of sample 

size, a larger number of couples would have been needed to 
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detect a difference among groups on this variable. Thus, 

in this study, the variable cannot be said to have been 

a very powerful discriminator of the three treatments. 

Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment Scale. The hypothe

sis that the behavior-e?icliange group would show greater 

marital adjufstment on the Locke-Wallace Scrle thati the 

communication group, and that the communication group 

would show greater adjustment than the placebo group v;as 

not confirmed. Individual spouse scores as well as hus

band-wife difference scores (Appendix N) were examined 

using en analysis of variance (Tables 8 and 9). Ho dif

ferences v;ere found atmong the groups on this variable. fjj 
X 

Post hoc power was again found to be very lowi .16 for 5 

individual spouse scores ain' ,0? for the husband-wife ^ 
a 

difference scores. ^ 
r 
09 

Table 8 :0 
j^ 

Analysis of Variance of Individual Spouse Scores A 

on the Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment Scale 

Source 

Type of Group 

Sex of Spouse 

Group X Sex 

Error 

SS 

411.42 

196.18 

138.14 

30824.62 

df 

2 

1 

2 

42 

MS 

205.71 

196.18 

69.07 

733.91 

' 

F 

.28 

.26 

.09 

P 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 
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Table 9 

Analysis of Vairiance of Husband-Wife Difference Scores 

on the Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment SCc.le 

Source SS df liS 

Type of Group 111.58 2 55.79 

Error 6941.38 21 330.54 

F 

.16 n, 
P 
»s. 

Source 

Type of Group 

Error 

SS 

15.08 

193.88 

df 

2 

21 

7.54 

9.?3 

F 

.81 

P 

n.s. 

H 

Ferreira-Winter Variables. An analysis of variance 

(Table 10) was performed on the Spontaneous Agreement 

scores (Appendix N) of the three groups, and no differ

ence among the groups v/as fo\md. Thus, the hypothesis 
n 

that the behavioral group would show more spontaneous X 

agreement than the communication group, and that the ^ 

communication group v/ould show more spontaneous agree- a 
I 

ment than the placebo group was not cvnfirmed. Post hoc r 
5 

power for this variable v/as computed to be a low .18. -JO 
A 

Table iO 

Analysis of Variance of Spontaneous Agreement Scores of 

the Behavioral, Communication, and Placebo Groups 
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Choice fulfillment scores (Appendix N) also failed to 

differ significantly among groups when analyzed by an an

alysis of variance (Table 11). Therefore, the hypothesis 

that the behavior exchange group would show greater choice 

fulfillment than the communication group, and that the 

communication group would show greater choice fulfillm- nt 

than the placebo control, was not confirmed. Post hoc 

power for the choice fulfillment variable was computed at 

less than .05, which is extremely low. 

Table 11 

Analysis of Variance of Choice Fulfillment Scores of 

the Behavioral, Comirtunication, and Placebo Groups 

pendix N) of the three groups failed to show differences 

among the groups on this variable (Table 12). Thus, the 

hypothesis that the behavior-exchange group would have 

a shorter decision time than the communication group, and 

that the communication group would have a shorter decision 

time than the placebo group was not supported. Since post 

hoc power was a very low .12, a lairger sample size may 

have produced differences more supportive of the hypothe-

Source 

Type of Group 

Error 

tv> <ar%«al i r e 4 c 

SS 

.33 

571.50 

! rt"P VQY»n a n o 

df 

2 

21 

0 A-F ±y 

MS 

. 1 7 

27*21 

10 rtor^i « i t 

F 

006 

"in +.̂ Tn<s<3 

P 
n . s . 

( ATk-

(0 
< 

n 
X 
r 
5 
70 
> 

3 
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sis. 

Table 12 

Analysis of Variance of Decision Tim^s of the 

Behavioral, Communication, and Placebo Groups 

Source SS df MS 
Type of Group 117373.08 2 58686.54 .47 n.s. 

Error 2582149.91 21 122959.52 

Silence times of the three {groups (Appendix II) were 

examined with v/ith an analysis of variaJice (Table 13). 

Differences only tended to reach significance (£<.25), Jj) 
X 

and thus, the hypothesis that the behavioral group would JJ 

show less silence thaji the communication group, and that Ĵ  
n 

the communication groi'p would show lc.;s silence than the X 
r 

placebo control was not support i. An examination of 5 

group means (Appendix N) shov/s that differences favored :̂  
•A 

treatment, with the communication group having the least 

amount of silence. Since post hoc power was a lov/ .28, 

a larger sample size might have yielded a more clearcut 

discrimination of differenres among the three groups. 

Parsons and Alexander Variables. An analysis of 

variance (Table l4) of equality of talk time scores (Ap

pendix N) was significant only at the .10 level. There

fore, the hypothesis that the behavioral, group would shov/ 
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5(> 

Table 13 

Analysis of Variance of Silence of the Behavioral, 

Corainunication, and Placebo Groups 

Source SS df MS 

Typo of Group l66''i'j.33 2 8323.17 I.63 n.s. 

Error 106948.63 21 5092.79 

greater equality of talk time than the communication 

group, and that the communication group would show greater 

equality of talk time than the placebo group was not con

firmed at the .05 level. An exairdnation of means (Appen-

H 
dix N) shov.'s that the communication group had the lowest rn 

> 

talk timei, fnd that the behavioral group was the most var- m 
o 
X 

mean variance of talk time, or the greatest equality of 

09 

iant or had the least equality of talk time. Post hoc 

power for this variable was close to adequate 1 .67 for 

the .10 alpha level, but only reached .53 for the .05 3ev- ^ 

el. A strength of association lest (Kirk, 1968) for this 

variable showed that treatment effectr. accounted for thir

teen per cent of the total variaiice ol equality of talk 

time. 

An analysis of variance of frequency of simultaneous 

speech (Table 15) showed a significant difference (£<.05) 

among the three groups on this variable. A Duncan compar

ison of means test showed that the communication group 
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Table l4 

Analysis of Variance of Equality of Talk Time of the 

Behavioral, Communication, and Placebo Groups 

Source SS df MS F p 

Type of Group 322.33 2 161.17 2T82 <.10 

Error 1197.41 21 57.02 

demonstrated significantly' greater frequency of simultan

eous speech than both the behavioral and the placebo 

groups. Thus, the hypothesis that the behavioral group 

would show greater frequency of simultaneous speech than 

the communication group, and that the communication group 

would show greater frequency of simultaneous speech than 
tn 

the placebo control was partially confirmed, in that the H 
n 
X 
r 

communication group's frequency of simultaneous speech 

was greater than that of the placebo control. Post hoc 

power for this variable was .69, and a strength of asso

ciation test showed that treatment accounted for 19*7 per 

cent of the variance of frequency of sir'ultjv)eous speech. 

Table 15 

Analysis of Variance of Frequency of Simultaneous Speech 

of the Behavioral, Communication, and Placebo Groups 

Source SS df MS 

Type of Group l44l.08 2 720.54 3.94 <.05 

Error 3835.88 . 21 I82.66 

10 

A 
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Duration of simultaneous speech showed a finding 

identical to that of frequency of simultaneous speech. 

An analysis of variance (Table 16) demonstrated a sig

nificant difference among the three groups (£ .05), and 

a Newman-Keuls comparison of means test showed that, a-

gain, the corarounication group's simultaneous rpeech was 

of significantly longer duration than that of both the 

behavioral and the placebo groups. Thus, the hypothesis 

that the behavioral group would have greater duration of 

simultaneous speech than the communication group and that 

the communication group would have greater duration of 

simultaneous speech than the placebo group was partial- m 

ly confirmed, in that the communication group's duration ^ 

was greater than that of the placebo group. Post hoc m 
n 

power for duration of simultaneous speech w. n computed '^ 
y C 

to be .69, and a strength of association test showed that OB 

treatment accounted for 19.6 per cent of the total dura

tion of simultaneous speech variance. 

Table I6 

Analysis of Variance of Duration of Simultaneous Speech 

of Behavioral, Communication, and Placebo Groups 

Source SS df MS 

Type of Group 4279.08 2 2139.54 3.91 <:.05 

Error 11463.88 21 5^5.90 

70 

- < 
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Relation of Demographic Differences 
and Dependent Measures " 

In order to determine whether the dependent measure 

differences in frequency and duration of simultaneous 

speech were related to and thus confounded by the demo

graphic differences in age and years married, product mo

ment correlations were computed between age and frequency, 

age and duration, years married and frequency, and years 

married and duration of simultaneous speech. None of these 

correlations were significant (Table 17), and thus, the 

dependent measure differences were not confounded by dif

ferences in age and years married. 

Table 17 5 
> 

Product Moment Correlations of Significant Demographic ^ 

Variables with Significant Dependent Variables 3 
X 

Correlation r df t p m 
V 

Age with Frequency ,23 22 1,11 n,s, ^ 
A Age with Duration 

Years Married with 
Frequency 

Years Married with 
Duration 

.23 

.10 

.19 

.11 

22 

22 

22 

22 

1.11 

.47 

.91 

.52 

n , s . 

n . s . 

n . s . 

n . s . 

Probability of a Type I_ Error 

In all, a total of 23 statistical analyses were per

formed, and of these, eight, or 34 per cent, were signifi

cant. Since this exceeds the five per cent alpha level. 
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it is not likely that the significant differences obtained 

occurred by chance alone. 

Summary 

Demographic, validation, and dependent measure data 

were analyzed to determine whethor the experimental hy

potheses had been supported. Demographic analyses demon

strated that the placebo group couples were significantly 

older and married significantly longer than couples in 

the behavioral and communication groups. An analysis of 

the Group Activities Questionnaire revealed that the items 

referring to role playing and communication behavior ac- ^ 

tivities occurred most frequently in the communication g 
tn 

group, and that items referring to proYaer specificity ^ 
m 

and homework activities occurred most frequently in the 5 

behavior exchange group. The only dependent measures C 
as 
10 

quency and duration of simultaneous sr ;ech. Comparison A 

which significantly differentiated the groups were fre-

of means tests showed that these difff fences weic; in favor 

of the coimnunication group, and accoi; ted for ailmost 20 

per cent of the variance of each of these two variables. 

While silence and equality of talk tii.̂  did not differ a-

mong the groups at the .05 level, they tended to support 

a more favorable outcome in the communication group, and 

decision time means tended to favor the treatment groups 

over the control. Differences in the dependent measures 
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of frequency and duration of simultaneous speech were shown 

not to be related to differences in the demographic varia

bles of age and years married. Probability of a type I 

error was excluded, since significant differences were 

shown to have occurred in 34 per cent of the statistical 

analyses, a percentage much greater than the five per cent 

attributable to chance. 

m 
X 
> 

tn 
A 
m 
n 
X 

r 

o 
A 



CHAPTER lY 

Discussion 

The differences in the outcome measures of frequency 

and duration of simultaneous speech, and the trend toward 

differences in equality of talk time, silence, and deci

sion time, will now be discussed in terms of their valid

ity and meaningfulness. Directions for future research, 

implications for systems theory, and implications for 

treatment will then be derived from this discussion as well 

as from clinical observations of the treatment couples. 

Validity of Findings m 

Since subgroups of each treatment condition were al- Si 

temately run over a 13-month period with couples being m 

assigned to the group which was scheduled to run at the 
n 
X 
r 

time they were able to attend, and since a placvbo group » 
was run to control for attention, differences; in frequen- % 

A 

cy and duration of simultaneous speech cannot be attrib

uted to attention, history, maturation, or other inter

vening experiences. Because group leaders consisted of a 

male-female team, differences cannot be attributed to sex 

of leader. Since different leaders ran each subgroup 

within a condition, and since leader assignment depended 

mainly on availability at the time a group was scheduled 
62 
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to run, differences in the simultaneous speech variables 

are probably not attributable to leader characteristics. 

Finally, the differences in frequency and duration of si

multaneous speech cannot be explained by ago differences 

or differences in years m-rried, since tla simultaneous 

speech effect occurred in the communication group v/hile 

age and years marriod were grer test in the placclo group, 

and since simultaneous speech differences did not corre

late significantly with differences in age and years mar

ried. 

The two significant outcome differences obtained, 

i.e,, greater frequency and duration of simultaneous speech fj} 

in the communication {.'̂ oup, can be attributed to differ- JJ 

ences in activities in the three treatments» since other m 
a 

possible sources of difference were controller and since ^ 
couples from the same groups reportr;d having done the same ;i3 

a 
activities at the same level of frequency, J 

A 

Meaningfulness of; the. Treatment Effect 

While the communication group demonstrated signifi

cantly greater frequency and duration of simultaneous 

speech and tended tov/ard greater equality of talk time, 

less silence, and s.̂ 'orter decision time, tho inference 

that the communication treatment therefore produced more 

functional marital systems than the behavioral and place

bo treatments can only be made indirectly, and therefore 
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with reservation and caution. 

The inference can be made indirectly since previous 

findings (Alexander and Parsons, 1973; O'Connor and Stach

owiak, 1971; Riskin and Faunce, 1970; Mishler and Waxier, 

1968; and Duncrm, I968) have shown functional families to 

have greater frequency and duration of simultaneous speech 

than dysfunctional families. As stated in chapt'^-r one 

decision time, silence, and equality of talk time have 

also been found to difler in functional and dysfunctional 

Bysteras, with direction of difference for functional fam

ilies being the same as the direction of difference for 

the communication couples in this study. Decision time IJ 

and silence» which, accoiding to the literature (Ferreira > 
tn 

and Winter, I966) are relatively stable and reliable var- ^ 

lables, showed only a tendency to discriminate the groups, X 

while the less reliable variables, i.e., frequency and ^ 

duration of simultaneous speech and equality of talk time, ^ 
A 

were more amenable to change as a function of treatment. 

Reservation and caution are urged in considering the 

inference of more functional systems as a result of treat

ment because of the following considerations. First, pre

vious findings regarding frequency and duration of simul

taneous speech and equality of talk time have not been con

sistent. For example, Poon, Winter, and Ferreira (1971) 

found less simultaneous speech in functional families than 

in dysfunctional ones. Second, only two variables, frequen-
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cy and duration of simultaneous speech, discriminated the 

groups in this study at the .05 level. Thus, correspond

ingly favorable support from the other variables was eith

er weak or lacking. Third, there were no external valida

tion criteria with which to evaluate whether the marriages 

of the communication couplcL; were, in fact, more functi n-

al than those of the behavioral î nd placebo groups. Tl;5 

two measures which might have provided some s:\irce of eval

uation, i.e., the Locke-Wallace measure and the Areas of 

Change Questi nnaire, .ailed to yield differences. 

The fou:;ih reservation to concluding that systems 

which have greater freqroncy c\nd duration of simultane- m 

ous speech a: o tJiorefore mere functional is the considera- Jj 

tion that a family or couple could be taught to interrupt m 

for clarification, further information, etc., in a ron-de- ^ 

cision-making, non-solution-oriented task. ' 'ley could thus ^ 
o 

increase their simultaneous speech but still iiot bo more o 
< 

functional, i.e., more effective in making docisions and 

resolving conflicts (Ferreira and Winter, 1968b), 

This consideration leads to a more conservative and 

perhaps more direct and logical conclusion about the mean

ing of the significantly greater simultaneous speech shown 

by the communication group. Since this group specifically 

practiced communication behaviors, the treatment differ

ences are probably a practice effect. Whether or not such 

practice in and of itself results in a more functional 

-XCiiJ 

file://s:/irce
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system, however, has not been demonstrated. Thus, it is 

necessary to determine what constitute the essential com

ponents of a treatment which effects a more functional 

system. In examining this question, two main differences 

between the behavioral treatment in this study and the 

behavioral treatment in the Parsons and Alexander (1973) 

research which served as the model for this investiga

tion will be considered, since Parsons and Alexander did 

demonstrate more functional systems by means of an ex

ternal criteria, recidivism. 

The first difference between the two studies is that 

Alexander aiid Parsons explicitly included practice of 

certain communication behaviors, namely interruptions or 
> 

simultaneous speech, in their behavioral contract nego- H 

r 

19 
O 

tiation training group. Therapists explicitly informed 

their behavioral group subjects that they would reinforce 

interruptions in an attempt to train family members in 

labile, solution-oriented communication patterns while < 

negotiating their contracts. Kinds of interruptions re

inforced were I interruptions for clarification, for in

creased information about the topic or about oneself in 

relation to the topic, or to offer positive feedback to 

other family members. This practice in interruptions 

probably had the effect of increasing frequency and dura

tion of simultaneous speech in their behavioral group. 
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The behaviorail couples in the present study, however, 

did not receive any explicit communication training. 

Rather, the goal of each session was to have each couple 

negotiate a contract which they could then carry out dur

ing the time between sessions. To this end, leaders were 

very active in keeping the group focused on the construc

tive task of moving from a vague, broad, or general com

plaint to a specific behavior that would then form the ba

sis of a contract. The lack of specific communication 

practice in this treatinent may be reflected in the post-

test activity level of this group as defined by the outcome 

variables of silence and frequency and duration of simul-̂  H 
m 

taneous speech (Parsons and Alexander, 1973). V/hile the ^ 
tn 

behavioral group's activity level was greater than that of H 
m 

the placebo group, it did not equal that of the communica- ^ 

rs tion group. 

In addition to lack of practice in specific communi-
o 

cation behaviors, the behavioral group in this study also ^ 

differed from that in the Parsons and Alexander study in 

amount of time given each couple. In the Parsons and Al

exander (1973) study, each family was seen individually 

for two therapy sessions per week for four weeks. In this 

study, couples met in groups of two or three, thus allow

ing a maximum of only 20 to 30 minutes per couple in which 

to practice the pinpointing and negotiation skills during 

a given session. While the families in the Pairsons and 
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Alexander study interacted among themselves in the therapy 

sessions, the couples in this study interacted mainly with 

the group leaders, who helped them pinpoint specific be

haviors from vague or broad complaint areas. Thus, another 

reason why couples in this group did not practice communi

cating with each other was the limitation of meeting in a 

group rather than as individual couples. 

The behavioral treatment in this study has thus been 

seen to differ from that of Parsons and Alexander in that 

it did not include specific practice of communication be

haviors and did not provide spouses with the opportunity 

to interact with one another. The communication treat- m 
X 

ment in this study, however, resembled the Parsons and JJ 

Alexander behavioral treatment in these two aspects. Not nri 

only did they practice specific communication behaviors ^ 

in order to obtain greater information and clarification, ^ 

but they also therefore spent considerable time interact- a 

ing with one another during the treatment sessions. The 

fact that they demonstrated significantly more frequency 

and duration of simultaneous speech even though they were 

limited in practice time by the group modality makes this 

finding even more remarkable. 

Given the above considerations of differences and 

similarities betv/een the two studies, the two treatment 

groups in this study could be viewed as two separate com

ponents of the Parsons and Alexander behavioral treatment. 

^•-••'JJBK; :^tiAJi 
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with the communication treatment supplying the element of 

practicing specific communication behaviors in order to 

achieve greater clarification or more information, and the 

behavioral group supplying the element of negotiation of 

differences. From this perspective, the results obtained 

in this study would seem to indicate that communication 

training is a necessary but not sufficient ingredient in 

the Parsons and Alexander behavioral treatment package. 

Perhaps the phrase that indicates the key to the ef

fectiveness of the Parsons and Alexander commimication 

training is the term "solution-oriented." They state that 

they trained family members in specific types of interrup- rn 

tions in order to obtain more flexible, solution-oriented x 
H 

patterns of comiQunication (1973). Communication training ^ 

in itself, as utilized in this study, would thus be insuf- ^ 

ficient in that it serves only to clarify each spouse's 5 

messages to the other but does not provide a means of re- o 

solving the differences which have been clarified. Also, 

contract negotiation training in itself, as practiced in 

this investigation, may be somewhat inefficient, since cou

ples were not explicitly told what communication behaviors 

to increase in negotiating their contracts and thus might 

have taken longer to arrive at a clear and mutually satis

fying agreement. 

0 
< 
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Directions for Future Research 

The above speculations need to be verified or discon-

firmed empirically. Thus, a study is needed in which the 

two types of treatment used in this study, communication 

training alone and negotiation training alone, are compared 

with a combination of the two in which communication train

ing is solution-oriented or utilized to maike contract ne

gotiation more efficient. 

If the combination treatment proved superior to either 

treatment by itself, this would validate another principle 

of systems theory, namely that all communication has both 
H 

a content and a relationship level, both of which are nee- m 
X 

essary in order to determine the meaning of a communication JJ 
(Watzlawick et al., I967). This principle has implications •»! 

r3 

for both treatment and evaluation of systems. In regard ^ 

to treatment, the principle implies that it would not be ^ 

enough to imitate functional systems on only one level of ^ 
< 

communication, i.e., the content level of simultaneous 

speech, silence, equality of talk time, and decision time. 

The relationship or meaning level would also need to be 

taught. Imitation of the content variables alone could 

result in chaos imless the purpose which they serve in the 

functional system, i.e., more efficient decision-making 

(Ferreira and Winter, 1968b), were included as the goal 

of treatment. It is this ability to make decisions and the 

related ability to negotiate conflicts and disagreements 

>.ii M I mm- -^M •* 1 
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that are crucial to the fxmctioning of a system (Ferreira 

and Winter, 1968b) and which would thus be the goal towaird 

which the content variables of overlapping or interrupted 

speech, equail talk time, less silence, and shorter deci

sion time would need to be directed. 

In regard to assessment, the above-cited principle 

of systems theory may imply that communication should be 

evaluated not only on the content level as it was in this 

study, but also on the relationship or meaning level. As 

pointed out in chapter one, rating scales such as that of 

Weiss et al. (1973) have been found to discriminate the 

communication of couples before and after contract negotia- m 

tion training. Since these scales evaluate the meaning Jj 

or relationship level of communication, they may be an im- 1% 
."3 

portant and even necessary complement to the content vari- ^ 

ables of silence, decision time, frequency and duration of 0 

simultaneous speech, and equality of talk time used in this ^ 
< 

study to evaluate the systems' level of functioning. While 

most family and marital therapy outcome studies have evalu

ated communication at either the content or the relation

ship level, systems theory would seem to imply that it is 

important to examine both. Thus, the implications of the 

content-relationship principle of systems theory need to 

be exajnined not only as they apply to treatment, but also 

as they relate to assessment. 

«••»• !•» i""'i • " 
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Need for External Validation Criteria. The need for 

an external criteria by which to verify whether the mar

riages of couples who have received treatment have improved 

or become more functional has been mentioned several times 

in the above discussion. Such a measure was lacking in 

this study, and therefore, since the relationship level of 

communication was also not assessed, all that can safely be 

concluded from the results is that the communication group 

could do something more than the other two groups because 

they practiced it as part of their treatment while the oth

ers did not. 

The Alexander and Pars ens (1973) research on families fn 
X 

of delinquents included a behavioral outcom.e m.easure, re- 5) 

cidivism. Positive change in simultaneous speech, equality r\ 

of talk time, silence, and decision time was related to a ^ 

reduction of delinquent behavior. Juvenile court records 5 

were examined at a six- to 18-month interval following \ 

treatment. Not only did the behavioral group demonstrate 

significantly less recidivism, but across all treatment 

groups, positive change in interaction patterns was signif

icantly related to lower recidivism. 

In this study, there was no behavioral outcome meas

ure comparable to recidivism. The paper-pencil measures 

of marital adjustment and willingness to change failed to 

differentiate aonong the three groups, just as did the pa

per pencil measures in the Alexander and Parsons study. 

>^wa 
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The reactivity of these measures with response set, demand 

characteristics of the testing situation, and social desir

ability weakens their usefulness as validation measures. 

An outcome measure for marital therapy comparable to re

cidivism is difficult to define. Divorce or separation 

might be used, but not all dysfunctional couples divorce 

or separate. Number of fights or arguments might be used, 

but as Bach (1972) and others have pointed out, it is not 

the actual fight but how it is carried out that leads to 

greater harmony or more deterioration in a relationship. 

Criteria for a functional marital system that are ex-

t e m a l to commimication process variables have been inves- m 
X 
*^ 

tigated by several members of the Oregon Research Institute. /j 

Patterson, Weiss, and Hops (1974) described the process by n 

which spouses utilize more and more aversive stimuli to ^ 

control each other's behavior as an escalation to the point ^ 

at which spouses begin to avoid each other. They held that ^ 
< 

this avoidance is defined by reduced rates of social inter

action, sex, and recreation, and thus that these events 

specify outcome variables for marital therapy. 

In an effort to empirically validate these variables 

as outcome criteria, Vincent, Weiss and Birchler (1975) ex

amined differences in these variables in distressed and 

nondistressed couples. They used three selection proce

dures to classify couples as distressed or nondistressed; 

an averaige couples Locke-Wallace score of less than 100 

V'VMl 
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or greater than 105; a total desired change score of 15 

items or greater for distressed and less than 15 items for 

nondistressed (assessed from the Weiss et al., 1973i Areas 

of Change Questionnaire); and an interview rating of four 

or less for distressed, five or greater for nondistressed 

on an eight-point scale based on observed incidence of 

criticism, supportive behaviors, dominance, and interac

tion rate. 

Couples so classified v/ere asked to complete several 

measures which significantly discriminated the two groups. 

Distressed dyads reported significantly fewer pleasing and 

significantly more displeasing spouse behaviors on the jn 

Weiss et al. (1973) Spouse Observation Checklist than non- -̂  
A 

distressed couples. Also, distressed couples reported sig- jn 

nificantly more nonspouse-accompaJiied recreational events 

and significantly fewer spouse-»accompanied recreational ac- ^ 

tivities. In addition to these findings. Wills, Weiss, and 3 

Patterson (1974) in their investigation of global ratings 

of marital satisfaction, found that displeasing behaviors 

accounted for 65 per cent of the variance of satisfaction 

in a multiple regression analysis. 

These findings indicate that amounts of pleasing and 

displeasing spouse behaviors and spouse-accompanied recrea

tional activities could serve as behavioral outcome criter

ia in a marital intervention study. The typical problem 

of luireliability in self-report^or rater-observed data 

liij ̂ _..ji ^ ? r a 
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would weaken their usefulness, however. 

The question of whether the use of these criteria in 

this study would have yielded a result favoring the behav

ioral group is still an empirical one. The very short per

iod of treatment and the very brief amount of time given 

each couple per session maike the immediate impact of treat

ment on these variables doubtful. Because of the short-

term nature of the group, emphasis was on teaching couples 

the pinpointing and contract negotiation skills, rather 

than on solving any problems they might have had. In oth

er studies v/here behavioral contracting was reported to 

have been effective v/ith marital couples (Stuart, 1969; ^ 

Weiss et al., 1973)» the spouses v/ere seen individually '̂  
t> 

and thus much more therapy time was devoted to working out ^ 
n 

their individual problems. In this study, each couple made "3 

two or at most three contracts, and they were encouraged Z 

to begin with behaviors that were relatively easy to change J 

in order to insure the positive reinforcement of success, c 

While many couples remarked that the method was working for 

them, it is probable that a longer period of follow-up 

would have been necessary to allow for generalization to 

major problem areas and to the criterion behaviors mentioned 

above. 

mr j'»m>-,jTl 
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Implications for Systems Theory 

Because systems theory deals with the interactions of 

persons within their natural groups, the assumption that 

any change in one aspect of a system would lead to other 

changes in the system has been made. The fact that the in

tervention of teaching couples to contract did not lead to 

measured change in the communication variables used in 

this study might be interpreted as a disconfirmation of the 

above assumption. However, the assumption does not specif

ically state what changes will occur as a result of an ini

tial change. That is, the theory simply implies that some 

other changes will occur, but not that they will necessar- ^ 

ily be those defined by the communication variables of si- S 

multaneous speech, equality of talk time, etc, v/hich were n 

used in this study. Thus, the fact that the behavioral ^ 

intervention did not result in measured changes in the com- 5 

munication variables of this investigation does not neces-

saLrily disconfirra the inference from systems theory that 

one change in a system will lead to others. 

Implications for Treatment 

The previous discussion regarding the components of 

a treatment which is effective in promoting a fimctional 

system led to the conclusion that while communication 

training is important, it is probably not sufficient in 

and of itself to promote a more functional system. Rath-

3 
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er, it was pointed out, communication must be directed 

toward the end of achieving satisfactory negotiation of 

differences. 

In addition to this important consideration, sev

eral other treatment implications will be offered, based 

on clinical observations of couples who took part in 

this study. 

Two couples v/ho comprised one of the behavioral treat

ment subgroups indicated a desire to continue meeting fol

lowing termination of the experimental treatment. They 

stated their desire to continue using the skills they had 

learned, and their n^Q^ for the reinforcement of the group 

in order to help them maintain their new behaviors. At >< 
f> 

the first meeting, held five weeks after the termination ^ 

of treatment, one of these couples reported experiencing i 
C 

much satisfaction as a result of their contracting. They ;' 

stated that they were much more willing than they had ever J 

been not only to do things for each other, but also to ? 

make requests of one another for change. They commented 

that they had attended Parent Effectiveness Training class

es and also studied Gestalt, but that using the techniques 

learned in those experiences had not had the positive im

pact on marital satisfaction that the behavioral contract

ing method was having for them. This couple gradually de

creased their use of contracting skills, however, and even

tually reached a crisis in their relationship. At the 

ix: 
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third meeting they reported that they were considering di

vorce, and requested weekly marital therapy. This event, 

while isolated, may very well indicate the importance of 

a periodic check after termination on the part of the ther

apist in order to assist a couple in any new difficulties 

which may arise and to encourage them to maintain their 

efforts to build new, more satisfying interaction habits. 

The necessity for constant effort and hard work in 

establishing and maintaining these new habits of dealing 

with conflict was repeatedly remarked upon by the second 

couple in the group. This couple initially reported a 

lack of success and satisfaction with their newly learned -n 

skills. However, follov/ing clarification of how they JJ 

could apply the skills they had learned to their specific n 

areas of conflict, they shov/ed remarkable and continual ^ 

improvement. Their reports of improvement and increased J 

satisfaction, however, were accompanied by very definite , 
% 

statements about the amount of hard work and effort in

volved in making changes. 

This emphasis on the necessity for effort or hard 

work by the couple who achieved satisfaction from the 

contracting method, as well as the initial success fol

lowed by gradual deterioration to the point of crisis on 

the part of the other couple, lends clinical support to 

Gurman, Alexander, and Parson's (1975) observations on 

the limitations of behavioral-exchange programs in mar-
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ital and family therapy. While the approach does provide 

a systematic method for dealing effectively with what are 

frequently very global areas of conflict, it is not magic. 

The hard work required to effect, maintain, and increase 

change is still necessary, and the effectiveness of the 

approach thus requires a willingness to work on the part 

of the couple seeking the therapist's help. 

Couples who seek marital therapy often experience a 

high level of hostility due to a prolonged history of un

resolved conflict in their relationship. They will there

fore frequently sabotage the contracting procedure if it 

is begun immediately, because they are too angry to do -n 
A 

anything for each other. Often a period of simple cathar- 5J 

sis, in which the therapist empathizes with and clarifies n 

the positions of each spouse, is a necessary preparatory ^ 

stage to contracting. In this stage, communication train- I 

ing may be emphasized heavily, so that misunderstandings \ 
% 

can be clarified, hostilities diminished, and thus the 

groundwork laid for subsequent negotiation of differences. 

The process of therapy is not automatic, however, Rather, 

it requires continual efforts on the part of the couple to 

utilize these new communication and negotiation skills. 

Thus, the therapist can teach these skills, but whether 

or not they develop into habits which result in a more 

functional marital system is contingent upon human effort 

and commitment to change. 
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Summary 

Differences in communication variables were discussed 

in terms of their validity and meaning. It was stated 

that the greater frequency and duration of simultaneous 

speech which occurred in the communication group can be 

attributed to differences in activities in the three treat

ments, since other possible sources of variance were con

trolled and since couples from the same groups reported 

having done the same activities at the same level of fre

quency. The inference that this difference indicated that 

the communication treatment couples became more functional 

systems as a result of treatment was not endorsed, hov/ever, n 
A 

For, although previous research has shc.vn functional and irl 

dysfunctional systems to differ in amount of simultaneous T 

speech, silence, decision time, and equality of talk time, ^ 

with direction of difference for functional systems being "^ 

the same as the direction of difference for communication J 

couples in this study, several other considerations were 

viewed as seriously weakening the validity of such an in

ference. The inconsistency of previous findings regarding 

simultaneous speech and equality of talk time, the lack of 

correspondingly favorable results from the other measures 

in the study, the absence of an external criteria with 

which to evaluate the level of functioning in these marriag

es, and the argument that non-solution-oriented practice 

in interruptions could produce a similar difference were 

•*«^^M*«l 
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all cited as deterents to the conclusion that the greater 

simultaneous speech finding was indicative of more func

tional systems. 

A more conservative interpretation of a practice ef

fect was offered, and the essential components of a treat

ment which effects more fimctional systems and of evalua

tion of these systems were discussed in terms of the con

tent-relationship principle of systems theory. It was con

cluded that both communication training and negotiation 

of differences training were important, with communication 

training supplying the content of more efficient contract-

ing, and contracting supplying the relationship or meaning n 

aspect and thus the purpose or goal of comjnunication. It ^ 
H 

was also pointed out that it may be important to assess i 

outcome on both the content and relationship levels of com

munication. The need to verify these conclusions empiric- ^ 

ally was discussed, as well as the need to determine an 

external validation criteria by which to evaluate the func

tioning of a marital system. 

Treatment implications from clinical observations 

were considered, and the necessity for human effort and 

commitment in effective contracting was emphasized, 

nontribution of This Study 

Based on the above discussion, the contribution of 

this study can be delineated as follows; This study 
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1. Pointed out the appropriateness of systems the

ory for marital therapy research and practice. 

2. Demonstrated that an increased rate and duration 

of simultaneous speech could be obtained as a result of 

practicing specific communication behaviors without nec

essarily doing anything to resolve marital conflicts. 

3. Discussed the implications of the content-rela

tionship principle of systems theory for both treatment 

and assessment and indicated the need to investigate these 

implications empirically. 

4. Indicated that the different components of the 

Alexander and Parsons treatment may not be equally as cf- ^ 

fective in promoting functional systems as their combina-

tion, and emphasized the need for empirical validation of ^ 
2 

this observation. -
5. Pointed out the need for an external validation I 

f 
criteria in evaluating the level of functioning of a mar- ; 

ital system. 

6. Emphasized the necessity for human effort and com

mitment in achieving any permanent change toward more func

tional interaction patterns in a system. 
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APPENDIX AI FERREIRA-WINTER QUESTIONNAIRE 

Instructions 

In this booklet a number of situations are described. 
For each situation you have ten possible choices. Now, 

1) Make believe the situation is real and actually 
happening. 

2) Of the available choices, cross off the three 
that you would not want or that you want the 
least. Draw a line through these three choices 
to cross them off. 

3) Then mark the three choices you would want the 
most. Write the number "1" next to the choice 
you want the very most. 
Then write a "2" next to your second choice, and ^ 
a "3*' next to your third choice. i 

t 
4) Check your sheet to make sure you have lines \ 

drawn through the three choices you do not want, I 
and your three favorite choices are marked "l", f 
"2", and "3". ! 

* 

5) Go on to the next situation until you have fin
ished them all. 
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A. The SituationI 

Below is a list of non-living famous people. If 

you had had a chance to know one of them personally, 

whom would you want to know? 

1) Cross out the names of the three people you want 

the least to know, or wouldn't want to know at all, 

by drawing a line through their names. 

2) Then, mark with numbers "1, 2, 3" the three people 

you want the most to know. Number "1" would be 

the person you would like to know the very most. 

Number "2" would be your second choice; number "3" 

your third choice. •« 
< 

) 

a. Madame Curie I 

b. Albert Schweitzer 

c. Eleanor Roosevelt 

d. Marco Polo 

e. Joan of Arc 

f. Napoleon Bonaparte 

g. Amelia Earhart 

h. Cleopatra 

i. Michelangelo 

j. Charles Darwin 

92 
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B. The SituationI 

Tomorrow night you are having supper out. Below 

are the foods you might find on the menu. 

1) Cross out the three foods you would not like to 

eat, or want to eat the least. 

2) Mark with numbers "1", "2", and "3" the three foods 

you would most like to eat, with "1" being your 

favorite, "2" your second choice, and "3" your 

third choice. 

a. Meat loaf 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g-

h. 
* 

1. 

j. 

Spaghetti and meatballs 

Beef stew 

Pork chops 

Fried oysters 

Ham 

Macaroni and cheese 

Fried prawns 

Fillet of Sole 

Cheeseburgers 

1 
I 
I 
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C. The SituationI 

You are going to live for a year in a foreign 

country. Below are the countries where you might go. 

1) Cross out the three countries you v/ould not es

pecially want to live in or want the least to live 

in. 

2) Mark your first, second, and third choices, "1", 

"2", and "3". 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g-

h. 

Ethiopia 

Brazil 

China 

Greece 

Russia 

Argentina 

Spain 

India 

4 

I 
I 
I 

i. South Africa 

j. West Germany 
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D. The. Situation: 

You are going to a championship sports event this 

weekend. Below is a list of the sports you might see. 

1) Cross out the three you would want the least to 

see, or don't want to see at all. 

2) Mark your three favorite choices, "1", "2", "3". 

a. Baseball 

b. Boxing 

c. Ice hockey 

d. Horse racing 

e. Bowling 4 
3 

f. Skiing ;: 

g. Auto racing I 

h. Basketball 

i. Wrestling 
i. Football 

ib-V;.-^ 
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E. The Situation I 

You are going to subscribe to a magazine. Below 

are the magazines you might subscribe to. 

1) Cross out the three you would want the least or 

don't want at all. 

M O (• 2) Mark your three favorite choices, "1", "2", "3 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 
• 

1. 

j. 

Vogue 

Sports Illustrated 

Consumer Reports 

Family Circle 

Field and Stream 

Playboy 

Woman's Day 

Ms. 

Newsweek 

Time 

ifciVigWl 
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F. 'Ihe Situation I 

You are going to choose the color of your next 

car. Below is a list of choices your might have. 

1) Cross out the three color combinations you do. not 

like, or like the least. 

2) Mark your favorite choices "1", "2", and "3", as 

before. 

a. Maroon and white 

b. Black and gold 

c. White and blue 

d. Brown and beige i 

e. , Blue and cream 

f. Red and white i 

g. Yellow and black 

h. Green and cream 

i, Red and black 

j. Black and gray 

fl||iiiiii[[[[[[ 
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G. The Situation I 

Which of the following new TV Series would you 

prefer to watch tonight? 

1) Cross out the three programs you would not want 

to watch or would least prefer to watch. 

2) Mark your favorite choices "1", "2", and "3". 

a. Commentary on the News (news) 

b. Sports Hi-Lights (sports) 

c. The Neighbors (situation comedy) 

d. Orchestras of the World (music) 

e. The Great Men (biographies) 

f. The Vampires of Outer Space (thrilling fantasy) 

g. Our Changing World (science) 

h. . Murder and Company (crime series) 

i. Comedy Hour (musical variety) 

j. Bedtime stories (love stories) 

PLEASE 

GO BACK NOW TO THE BEGINNING AND QUICKLY CHECK EVERY 

PAGE MAKING SURE THAT FOR EVERY "SITUATION" YOU HAVE 

MARKED THREE MOST LIKED CHOICES (1, 2, and 3) AND CROSSED 

OFF THREE LEAST LIKED ONES. 

Thank you. 

•a^^i 



APPENDIX Bi LOCKE-WALLACE MARITAL ADJUSTMENT SCALE 

1 Check the dot on the scale below which best describes 
the degree of happiness, everything considered, of your 
present marriage. The middle point, "happy," represents 
the degree of happiness which most people get from mar
riage, and the scale gradually ranges on one side to 
those few who are very unhappy in marriage, and on the 
other, to those few who experience extreme joy or feli
city in marriage. 

very perfectly 
unhappy happy happy 

State the approximate extent of agreement or disagree
ment between you and your mate on the following items. 
Please check the appropriate column for each item. 

Occasion- Al-
Almost ally Frequent- most Always 

Always Always Dis- ly Dis- Always Dis-
Agree Agree agree Agree Disagree a.gree 

2 Handling fam
ily finances 

3 Matters of 
recreation 

4 Demonstrations 
of affection 

5 Friends 

6 Sex relations 

7 Conventional
ity (right, 
good, or prop
er conduct 

8 Philosophy 
of life 

9 Ways of deal
ing with in
laws 

— • 

— . — — , -

1 
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Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment Scale - Page 2 

10 When disagreements arise, they usually result im 

1 husband giving in 

2 wife giving in 

3 agreement by mutual give and take 

11 Do you and your mate engage in outside interests 
together? 

1 all of them 

2 some of them 

3 very few of them 

4 none of them 

12 In leisure time do you generally prefers 

1 to be "on the go" 2 to stay at home 

Does your mate generally preferi 

1 to be "on the go" 2 to stay at home 

13 Do you ever wish you had not married? 

1 frequently ^̂  3 rarely 

2 occasionally , 4 never 

14 If you had your life to live over, do you think 
you v/ould I 

1 marry the same person 

2 marry a different person 

3 not marry at all 

15 Do you confide in your mate; 

1 almost never 3 in most things 

2 rarely 4 in everything 

K.Xli 



APPENDIX Ci AREAS OF CHANGE QUESTIONNAIRE 

In every relationship there are behaviors about which 
one or both partners seek change. These particular behav
iors may occur either too often or not often enough. For 
example, a partner may be dissatisfied because the other 
only takes out the garbage once a week. The change wanted 
would be that this behavior occur more often. On the oth
er hand, one might be dissatisfied because he/she thought 
too much time was spent cleaning the house; in this case 
the change wanted would be that this behavior occur less 
often. In other words, when a person is dissatisfied with 
his/her partner's performance of a particular behavior, 
then he/she would usually prefer to change the partner's 
behavior so that it occurred either more or less often. 

The following pages list areas of behavior in which 
relationship dissatisfactions can arise. As you read each 
item, decide whether you are satisfied with your partner's 
performance on the item described. If you are satisfied 
with your partner's performance or if an item is not rele
vant to you, check the zero point on the scale. 

If you are not satisfied with your partner's perform
ance in a particular area, indicate the direction of change 
you would like in. his/her behavior. Use the rating scale 
accompanying each item. If you would prefer to see a par
ticular behavior occur less often, make a check mark (/) 
on the minus half of the rating scale and indicate how 
often you would like this behavior to occur. If you would 
prefer to see a particular behavior occur more often, make 
a check mark on the plus half of the rating scale to indi
cate hov/ often you would like this behavior to occur. On 
the second half of the quesionnaire, indicate how much 
change you would be willing to make in order to please 
your partner. 

I want my partner to.i 

1 participate in deci
sions about spending 
money 

2 spend time keeping 
the house clean 

3 have meals ready 
on time 

jzl -2 -1 +1 +2 
much less 
less 

some 
what 
less 

some more much 
what more 
more 

-3 -2 -1 
much less some 
less what 

less 
+3 +2 +1 

0 

0 

+1 
some 
what 
more 
-1 

+2 
more 

-2 

•̂ 2 
much 
more 

-3 
much more some 
more what 

more 

some less much 
what less 
less 
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I want my partner toi 

4 pay attention to 
his/her appearance 

5 hit me 

6 get together with 
my friends 

7 pay the bills on 
time 

8 prepare interesting 
meals 

9 start interesting 
conversations with 
me 

10 go out with me 

11 show appreciation 
for things I do v/ell 

12 get together with 
my relatives 

13 have sexual rela
tions with me 

14 drink 

15 work late 

-3 -2 -1 +1 +2 
much 
less 

+3 
much 
more 

+3 
much 
more 

-3, 
much 
less 

-2. 
much 
less 

+3 
much 
more 

-3 
much 
less 

+2 
much 
more 

-3 
much 
less 

+3 
much 
more 

+3 
much 
more 

-3 
much 
less 

less 

+2 
more 

+2 
more 

-2 
less 

-2 
less 

+2 
more 

-2 
less 

+2 
more 

-2 
less 

+2 
more 

+2 
more 

-2 
Hess 

some 
what 
less 
+1 
some 
what 
more 
+1 
some 
what 
more 
-1 
some 
what 
less 
-1 
some 
what 
less 
+1 
some 
what 
more 
-1 
some 
what 
less 
+1 
some 
what 
more 
-1 
some 
what 
less 
+1 
some 
what 
more 
+1 
some 
what 
more 
-1 
some 
what 
less 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

some 
what 
more 
-1 
some 
what 
less 
-1 

some 
v/hat 
less 
+1 
some 
v/hat 
more 
+1 
some 
what 
more 
-1 
some 
what 
less 
+1 
some 
what 
more 
-1 
some 
v/hat 
less 
+1 
some 
what 
more 
-1 
some 
v/hat 
less 
-1 
some 
what 
less 
+1 
some 
what 
more 

more 

-2 
less 

-2 
less 

+2 
more 

+2 
more 

-2 
less 

+2 
more 

-2 
less 

+2 
more 

-2 
less 

-2 
less 

+2 
more 

much 
more 

-3 
much 
less 

-3 
much 
less 

+3 
much 
more 

+3 
much 
more 

-3 
much 
less 

+3 
much 
more 

-3 
much 
less 

+3 
much 
more 

-3, 
much 
less 

-3 
much 
less 

•"^s 
much 
more 
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I want my partner toi 

16 get together with 
his/her friends 

17 help with house
work when asked 

18 argue with me 

19 discipline the 
children 

20 engage in extra
marital sexual 
relationships 

21 spend time with 
his/her friends 

22 pay attention to 
my sexual needs 

23 spend time with 
the children 

24 give me attention 
when I need it 

25 assume responsibil
ity for finances 

26 leave me time to 
myself 

27 agree to do things 
I like when we go 
out together 

zl -2 -1 +1 +2 ±1 
much 
less 
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-3 
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much 
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much 
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I want my partner to; 

28 accept praise 

29 accomplish his/her 
responsibilities 
promptly 

30 help in planning 
our free time 

31 express his/her 
emotions clearly 

32 have non-sexual re
lationships with 
men/women 

33 spend time with me 

34 come to meals on 
time 

To please my partner, 

1 participate in deci
sions about spend
ing money 

2 spend time keeping 
the house clean 

3 have meals ready 
on time 

4 pay attention to 
my appearance 

5 hit him/her 

**•?. 
much 
more 

+2 
much 
more 

-3 
much 
less 

-3 
much 
less 

+3 
much 
more 

-2 

+2 
more 

+2 
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-2 
less 

-2 
less 
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-2 

+1 
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what 
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what 
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-1 

some 
what 
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-1 
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-1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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-1 
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-1 
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+2 
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more 

I 
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To please my partner, 

6 get together with 
his/her friends 

7 pay the bills 
on time 

8 prepare interest
ing meals 

9 start interesting 
conversation with 
him/her 

10 go out with him/ 
her 

11 give him/her appre
ciation for things 
he/she does v/cll 

12 get together with 
my relatives 

13 have sexual rela
tions with him/ 
her 

14 drink 

I would I 

15 work late 

l6 get together with 
his/her friends 

17 help with house
work when asked 

-2 
much 
less 

+2 
much 
more 

+2 
much 
more 

+2 
much 
more 

-2 
much 
less 

+2 
much 
more 
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-2 
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To please my partner, 

18 argue with him/her 

19 discipline the 
children 

20 engage in extra
marital sexual 
relationships 

21 spend time with 
my friends 

22 pay attention to 
his/her sexual 
needs 

23 spend time with 
the children 

24 give him/her atten
tion when he/she 
needs it 

25 assume responsi
bility for fi
nances 

26 leave him/her to 
himself/herself 

27 agree to do things 
he/she likes when 
we go out together 

28 accept praise 

29 accomplish my re
sponsibilities 
promptly 

I wou3 
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much 
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To please my partner. I wouldi 

30 help in planning 
our free time 

31 express my emo
tions clearly 

32 have non-sexual 
relationships with 
men/women 

33 spend time v.dth 
him/her 

34 come to meals on 
time 
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APPENDIX Di GROUP ACTIVITIES QUESTIONNAIRE 

The following statements describe various kinds of 
activities that a marital group could pursue. Please 
indicate the degree to which this activity was done in 
your group by checking the appropriate option. 

1. Group activity consisted of discussing topics of in
terest to us I 

1 never 4 very luch 
2 very little 5 almost entirely 
3 some 

2. Group members engaged in role playingi 

1 never 4 very much 
2 very little 5 almost entirely 
3 some 

3. Group sessions dealt with such communication behaviors 
as eye contact, repeating what the other has just said, 
and expressing the feeling of the other. 

1 never 4 very much 
2 very little 5 almost entirely 
3 some 

4. Group sessions emphasised being very specific about 
troublesome or problem behaviors. 

1 never 4 very much 
2 very little 5 almost entirely 
3 some 

5. Group members were given specific homev/ork assignments 
between sessions© 

1 never 4 very much 
""̂  2 very little 5 almost entirely 

3 some 
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APPENDIX El NEWS MEDIA ANNOUNCEMENT OF MARITAL GROUPS 

Marital Skills Group to Meet 

A program of marital groups stressing specific com

munication and problem solving skills is offered free of 

charge to couples who have been married at least four 

years. Registration for the group will run from (date) 

through (date) . The group sessions will be held at 

(place) 

on Monday and Thursday evenings from 7 OO to 9«30 p.m. 

for two weeks beginning (date) « Couples wishing to 

participate should register by calling (nam_el 

at (telenhoTiino. ) . 
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APPENDIX Fi CONSENT FORM FOR GROUP PARTICIPANTS 

Marital Groups - Ground Rules 

•'̂» — , participant in a mari

tal skills training group, agree to abide by the following 

ground rules of this group. 

1. I will attend all four sessions of the group in 
order to obtain maximum benefit of the program. In the 
event that an unavoidable emergency prevents me from at
tending a session, I will call Marcie Cotton at 473-2712 
(8 a.m. to 4 p.m.) prior to the session and leave word 
of this for my group leaders. 

2. I will observe total and absolute confidential
ity regarding any and all matters discussed by the mem
bers of my group. 

3. I give my consent to the taping of the group 
sessions for the purposes of supervision only. I understand 
that only the supervisor, Marcie Cotton, v.'ill listen to 
these tapes, and that at the end of these training sessions 
they will be erased. 

4. I understand that these sessions are part of an 
ongoing marital training and evaluation program. I fur
ther understand that at the end of these training sessions 
I will be asked to complete several anonymous questionaires. 
I understand that the purpose of these questionnaires is to 
serve as a means of evaluating the effectiveness and help
fulness of the group procedures. 
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Groun Leaders* Copy of Ground Rules for All Groups 

1. Couples will be required to. attend all sessions. This 
is mandatory in order to receive maximum benefit from the 
sessions. If a couple must miss because of an emergency, 
they are required to call you or me before the session 
they must miss and leave word that they cannot come. Train
ers should brief the couple about what happened at the meet
ing they missed when they arrive for the following session. 
Give them your phone number if you want them to Cc.ll you. 
They will have mine on their copy of the ground rule agree
ment that they sign. 

2. Couples are not required toi participate in any exer
cises or in any other r:nner other than being present. 
They are encouraged to do so, however, in order to bene
fit from the sessions. 

3. All couples must observe complete confidentiality re
garding what other couples relate to the group about them
selves. 

Please explain to the couples that we are concerned 
about v/hether or not what we are doing is effective or 
helpful, and therefore that you will ask them to complete 
some anonymous questionnaires at the end of the program. 
This information is also included in the forms which thuy 
sign. 

Couples should be told at termination thay they may 
be referred /or individual marital therapy if they wish. 
Please be of assistance with this if required. 

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR HELP! 

^>jBMri 



APPENDIX Gi COMMUNICATION TRAINING MANUAL 

10- A. 
15 
min. 

30 B. 
min. 

30 
min. 

Session 1 

Introduction of leaders to group and group to 

each other. Discuss the ground rules of confi

dentiality, attendance at all sessions, further 

participation as they wish, and consent to taping 

the sessions. Explain that they will be asked 

to complete questionnaires at the last session. 

Attending. Explain that communication consists 

of several very specific behaviors, the first of 

which is attending. By attending is meant the 

v/ay we listen, how we observe, and our body pos

ture. Leaders model the skill by role playing 

a couple discussing some topic, using the body 

position and eye contact dimensions of attending. 

Then ask the couples to try practicing the skill 

by discussing some topic and using posturing and 

eye contact to convey attending. Give immediate 

feedback and reinforcement. 

Observing. Explain that observing consists of 

focusing on nonverbal cues which help identify 

the feelings of the other, such as physical ener

gy, posture, tone of voice, fluency of speech, 

etc. Role play and reinforce as above. 
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30 D. 
min. 

15-
20 
min. 

E. 

113 

Listening. Explain that listening consists of 

attending to the important things the person is 

expressing about himself, being nonjudgmental, 

resisting distractions, waiting before respond

ing (so as to give oneself time to absorb what 

the other has said), repeating verbatim what the 

other has said, and looking for common themes 

in the content of what they say. Leaders mode] 

an example and then ask couples to practice the 

skill as they discuss some topic. Leaders give 

immediate feedback and reinforcement. 

Leaders review attending, observing, and listen

ing and encourage couples to practice these be

haviors in their conversations with each other 

during the next few days. 

20- A. 
30 
min. 

Session 2 

Review attending through posturing and eye con

tact, observing nonverbal cues, and listening 

as explained in session 1. Ask for a couple to 

role play some situation from the past few days 

or to discuss some topic, using these skills. 

Give corrective feedback and positively reinforce 

correct use of the skills. Repeat with other 

couples as time allows. (Be sure that all couples 

get turns at role playing.) 



50- B. 
60 
mm. 

30- C. 
40 
min. 
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Introduce Responding to Feeling. Explain that 

responding to feelings involves asking oneself: 

"How would I feel in that situation?" Discuss 

empathy as "walking in the other's shoes," and 

explain that it can be attained by asking or en

couraging the other to be more and more specific 

about his/her feelings and experiences, suspend

ing one's own frame of reference, and develop

ing feeling words with v/hich to reflect back to 

the helpee one's understanding of his/her exper

ience, using the phrase, "You feel...?" Model, 

role play, and give feedback and reinforcement, 

emphasizing the asking for more specificity about 

feelings and the reflecting back feeling v.'ords. 

Responding to Meaning, i.e., to both feeling and 

content. Explain that here the listener is pro

viding the reason for the feeling, using the 

phrase, "You feel...(about, toward, when)...." 

Model, role play, and give feedback and reinforce 

ment. Encourage couples to practice the skills 

between sessions. 

Session 3 

50- A. Review attending and responding skills by discuss-
60 
niin. î ĝ couples' practice of the skills over the past 
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50- B. 
60 
min. 

few days. Role play and give feedback and rein

forcement, emphasizing responding to feeling and 

meaning. 

Initiating. Explain that the goal here is to as

sist the other in going beyond where he/she now 

is (self-exploration) to where he/she vants to 

be. In order to do this, the listener must lay 

a solid base of interchangeable responses. He/ 

she must respond accurately to each piece of his/ 

her understanding, aind thus establish an inter

changeable base of communication, which insures 

understanding him/her for the widest possible 

range of expressions. Leaders model and couples 

role play with leaders' and group's feedback and 

reinforcement. 

50 A. 
min. 

B. 

Session 4 

Review briefly attending, responding, and initi

ating by interchangeable responses. 

Additive UncJerstanding. Explain that when the 

person makes responses that are interchangeable 

with his/her earlier expressions, he/she is sus

taining his/her own self-exploration without 

help. This is his/her signal of readiness to go 

on. The helper can then initiate additive under-
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10 c. 
min. 

Final 
Hour 

standing by drawing increasingly on his/her own 

experience. The following phrases can be helpful 

at this time: "You feel...because..., " and "You 

feel...because...because you want to...." Model 

and role play with each couple as time allows. 

Communicating. Discuss directionality in commu

nicating as being an exploration of alternative 

courses of action in order to narrow the options, 

and a developing or formulating of the first 

step and then intermediate steps. 

Conclude with summary; positively reinforce the 

progress couples have made. 

Testiiig Session. 
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APPENDIX H: BEHAVIOR-EXCHANGE TRAINING MANUAL 

20 A 
min. 

10 B 
min. 

90 C. 
min. 

Session One 

Introduction of leaders to group and group to 

each other. Discuss the ground rules of confi

dentiality, attendance at all sessions, further 

participation as they wish, and consent to taping 

the sessions. Explain that they will be asked 

to complete questionnaires at the last session. 

Presentation of Principles. Present overview of 

the program principles from Patterson's Living 

with Families; 1. The importance of learning 

in behaviors we engage in thj.t are both pleasing 

and displeasing to others. 2. The role of rein-

forcers - rewards or punishments from others for 

our behaviors. 3. How to use reinforcers to af

fect the behavior of others, especially spouses. 

Give examples throughout, using Patterson. Dis

cuss any questions, comments, etc. 

Explanation of the Goal of the Group. State that 

the goal of the group is to learn skills of settl

ing conflicts, disagreements, problems, etc. by 

learning the process of contracting. Leaders role 

play a couple with a problem that they resolve by 

negotiating a contract. 
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D* Contractin,g;. Request spouses to consider specif

ic behaviors that their spouse does that displease 

them - using the Spouse Observation Checklist (Ap

pendix L) - in order to select a specific behavior 

for their contracts. Ask them to pick a main cat

egory and then to choose one or two displeases 

from that category that they v/ould like their spouse 

to change, or a please that they would like him/her 

to do. They can also specify a behavior not on the 

list, as it is simply an aid to help them think of 

specific behaviors. Then ask them to confer with 

each other and agree that the selected behaviors 

do, in fact, occur. Emphasize that they should 

select for the contract a behavior that is relative

ly easy for their spouse to change (in order to in

sure success). Both spouses must agree on the be

havior to be contracted. 

Discuss with each couple the details of each 

one's selected behavior. Assist them in breaking 

too general a behavior down into a more manageable 

segment; in translating an objectionable behavior 

into a more positive alternative (e.g., spouse 

talks harshly to the children - to: spouse will 

speak gently to the children and talk or play with 

them for at least twenty minutes each day); or in 

deriving a specific behavior from an abstract con-

tiNir&y^l 
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cept. For example, if a spouse wants more "un

derstanding" from his/her partner, help them clar

ify what their partner can do. to make them feel 

understood, e.g., spend twenty minutes each even

ing in conversation about their day's hassles. 

Ask each spouse to agree to express some form of 

verbal appreciation each time their partner per

forms the new behavior. Emphasize the importance 

of this positive reinforcement. 

Homework. Explain how to use the charts (Ap

pendix M) to record the contracted target behav

iors and problem behaviors, spouse's reactions 

to the problem behavior and positive reinforce

ment of the new behavior when it is performed. 

Assign the homev/ork of recording observances of 

contracts daily. Present record-keeping as a 

means of reminding oneself to work on the new, 

target behavior, which in itself serves as an aid 

to change. Ask couples to bring their charts to 

the next session. 

Session Two 

15 A. Review the Patterson Living with Families princi-
min. 

pies. Discuss homework. Ask for records of tlie 

contracts. Discuss successes, especially in light 
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of how spouse's reinforcement affected the frequen

cy and/or magnitude of desired behavior change. 

^0 B. Pinpointing Specific Behaviors. Since the pur-
min. 

pose of this program is to teach spouses a skill 

with which they may then independently solve their 

conflicts, it is important that the leaders keep 

this goal in mind, rather than a possible goal 

of trying to solve the couples' problems for 

them. 

Explain that people often are inclined to 

use global, vague, intention-ascribing statements 

in describing others rather than stating specif

ically what a person does t'lat is acceptable or 

objectionable. For example, a wife may state that 

she expects her husband to be a "good father." 

Ask couples to state what they expect of each 

other. Get several examples of expectations from 

the group. Then ask the spouse so expected to de

scribe how he/she is, for example, a £,ood parent. 

Ask the other spouse if this behavior meets their 

expectations, or if they had something else/more 

in mind. (This makes apparent any unrealistic ex

pectations.) Work for behavioral specificity, em

phasizing the importance of stating precisely what 

behaviors they mean. Repeat with each couple as 

if\z^9 
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time allows. 

It is important that the couples learn to 

use these skills independently of the leaders. 

Thus, leaders should teach couples to pinpoint, 

i.e., to focus on specific behaviors, rather 

thsin allow them to spend time speculating on 

"why he or she does that." 

60 C. Contracting. Assist each couple in negotiating 
min. 

a second contract based on these behaviorally 

specified expectations - i.e., some behavior 

they would like their spouse to engage in. (Al-

lov/ a few minutes for them to discuss their con

tracts as couples.) Ask each couple to state 

their contract for the group, both as to desired 

behaviors and reinforcers (verbal appreciation). 

Positively reinforce behaviorally specific con

tracts. If not specific, ask for group sugges

tions for specificity. 

Review record-keeping procedures and stress 

the importance of this. Also emphasize the impor

tance of verbal praise when one's spouse does what 

pleases them. 

Session Three 

30 A. Same as for session two, above, 
min. 



90 D. 
min. 
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B. Review the importance of pinpointing and behavior

al specificity, as covered in session two. 

C. Introduce the use of reinforcers other than ver

bal expressions of appreciation, e.g., a six-pack 

of beer, a back rub, dinner at a restaurant, etc. 

Allow a few minutes for couples to discuss with 

one another what reinforcers to use as a reward 

when a desired behavior is performed. Explain 

that rev/ards and behaviors should be equitable. 

For example, a back rub for a dinner at a restau

rant is not equitable. 

Have couples negotiate a third contract, using 

reinforcers from the environment. Stress the im

portance of clarifying specific behaviors v.ith 

each other. Encourage independence of leaders' as 

£'.istance more and more. Close by reemphasizing 

the importance of record keeping and of reinforc

ing one's spouse with praise, a hug, a smile, etc. 

when pleased. 

60 A. 
min. 

B. 

C. 

Session Four 

Same as session two, above. 

Review records of contracts and discuss. 

Review past sources of negotiation and reinforce

ment i first session, pleasing or displeasing spouse 
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behaviors, with changes rewarded by verbal expres

sion of appreciation; second session, expectations 

were translated into specific behaviors, pinpoint

ing was stressed; third session, reinforcers from 

the environment were used. Discuss how spouses 

can continue to use these tools to negotiate con

flicts as they arise. 

D. Emphasize the importance of continuing to nego

tiate contracts, using specific behaviors and 

always employing reinforcement. State that cou

ples might work on easier things first, progress

ing gradually to more difficult matters. Numer

ous experiences of successful compromises and re

wards from one another will later make difficult 

areas easier to deal with. 

Final Testing session. 
Hour 



APPENDIX II PLACEBO GROUP MANUAL 

Session One 

10 A. Introduction of leaders to group and group to 
min. 

each other. Discuss the ground rules of confi

dentiality, attendance at all sessions, further 

participation as they wish, and consent to tap

ing the sessions. Explain that they will be 

asked to complete questionnaires at the last 

session. 

50- B. Group Exercise. Each person, including the lead-
60 

min. ers, is asked to write down four or five informa

tive facts about themselves that they vant the 

others to know. Leaders supply paper, pencils, 

and straight pins, asking everyone to pin their 

list to their shirt, top, or dress. The loaders 

then ask the group to walk around the room, read 

everyone else's list, and choose someone (not 

their spouse) to introduce to the rest of the 

group. After the group has mingled for about ten 

minutes, or however much longer it seems to take, 

leaders ask if everyone has had a chance to read 

everyone's list and if everyone has a partner. 

The leaders then state that for about the 

next ten minutes everyone will interview their 

partner and try to find out as much as they can 
124 
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about each other so as to be able to introduce 

their partner to the group. 

Spend the next twenty to thirty minutes (or 

however long it takes) having each person in the 

group introduce their partner. This can be ex

tended somewhat by the leaders asking questions 

to clarify or elaborate on information given. 

50- C. Brainstorming Eyre ise. Explain that an impor-
60 

min. tant group activity v;ill be to talk about some 

problem areas, r:me things that are of concern 

to riir.'̂ried couples. State that there are a lot 

of problems or problem areas that thry could 

talk about, and thus, to choose v/hat's relevant 

to this group, they first need to list the prob

lem ares which they want to discuss in these 

sessions. List the topics the couples mention, 

preferably on a black board, if one is in the 
room. 

Explain that the next step is to determine 

a priority for the topics, i.e., which should be 

discussed first by the group. Also, if appro

priate or desirable, ask for or encourage dis

cussion of opinions regarding the order in which 

the topics should be discussed. 

D. Conclusion. Conclude with a restatement of the 
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guidelines, emphasizing confidentiality and es

pecially attendance. State that the group, in 

order to benefit fully from the experience, needs 

consistent attendance from everyone, and that one 

couple's missing will hinder the progress of the 

entire group, since the couple themselves would 

miss out on the group experience and the group 

itself would not be the same v/ithout them. 

Session Two 

Two Briefly review the ground rules. Then, sum-
Hours 

marize what was done in the second part of the 

first session, i.e., the listing and then ranking 

the order of discussion of topics that are of con

cern to the group. If this task was not complet

ed then, finish it now and then begin the discus

sion of the first topic. 

Leaders should limit their behaviors to 

simple reflection or restatement of what the per

son has said, and clarification for further in

formation about the content of what is being said 

at the time. 

Conclude by commenting positively on the 

attendance and participation of everyone. Note 

that their attendance is important for the effec

tiveness of the group, and restate the time for 
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the next meeting. 

Two 
Hours 

Session Three 

Continue to discuss the listed topics, as in ses 

sion two. 

Conclude as in session tvo. 

One 
Hour 

Final 
Hour 

Session Four, 

Continue to discuss the topics, as in session 

three. 

Testing session. 
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APPENDIX JI DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE 

1 Check whether you arei i wife 2 husband 

2 Your ages 

3 Number of years education completed i 

4 Number of years married to your present spousei 

5 Have you previously been divorced? l yes 2 no 

6 How many children do you have? 
1 r» non: 

one 
two 
three 
four 
five 
six or more - specifyi 

7 What is your yearly family income level? 
$5,000 or less 
$5f00l to 7,500 
$7,501 to 10,000 
$10,001 to 12,500 
$12,501 to 15,000 
$15f001 to 20,000 
$20,001 and above 

8 V/hat i s your church a f f i l i a t i o n ? 
1 Pro tes tan t 
2 Catholic 
3 Jev/ish 
4 Other - specifyi 
5 None 

9 Please check any of the following which apply to you 
or to your children still living in your home. 

1 You, your spouse, or any of your children current
ly in psychiatric or psychological therapy. 

2 You, your spouse, or any of your children current
ly having emotional problems 

3 You, your spouse, or any of your children arrested 
in the past three years for any sort of criminal 
offense or delinquency 
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APPENDIX Ki INSTRUCTIONS FOR 

JOINT COMPLETION OF THE FERREIRA-WINTER QUESTIONNAIRE 

Note to group leaders i When you give each individual per

son their packet of questionnaires, do. not at that time 

inform them that they will later be asked to complete 

this questionnaire together. Only after they have com

pleted it separately, should they be asked to do it togeth

er. 

Please use the follov/ing instructions when telling the 

couple hov/ to complete the form together: 

You have both filled out identical forms, and your 

answers are confidential. Now I am going to ask you to 

fill out the same form once again, but in a different way. 

This time there is only one form and therefore only one 

decision for you as a couple. Now, as you go through 

these described situations together and consider your de

cisions, you may find that sometimes you agree witli each 

other and that other times you do not. The way you are 

going to solve the disagreement you may have is a task I 

leave up to you, for it does not matter to me. However, 

it is important that you will make a decision about every 

situation, just as you did before. 

Your conversation will be recorded on a tape by way 

of the table microphone. You may begin as soon as 1 close 

129 . 
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the door. Please open the door when you have completed 

the questionnaire. That will tell me that you have finish-

o^sa 
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APPENDIX LI SPOUSE OBSERVATION CHECKLIST 

Categories of Pleases and Displeases 

1 Finances - Money Management 

2 Household Management i Decision-MakiiVi 

3 Meals and Shopping 

4 Household Chores and Cleaning 

5 Automobile and Transportation 

6 Management of Leisure Time 

7 Care of Children 

8 Personal Habits and Appoarance 

9 Sex 

10 Shared Recreational Events 

11 Affection and Closeness 

12 Approval-Acceptance 
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1 Finances - Money Management 

Pleases 

Spouse helped in planning a budget 
Spouse got a good buy on something 
Spouse helped make a decision about a purchase 
Spouse paid the bills on time 
Spouse agreed to splurge on something 
Spouse gave me money to spend any way I want 

Displeases 

Spouse spent v^ore than the budget allowed 
Spouse bought something important without consulting me 
Spouse made a mistake in balancing the checkbook 
Spouse wrote a check without recording it 
Spouse borrowed money from a friend 
Spouse bought something that could have been purchased 

for less at another store 
Spouse divulged finances to a friend 
Spouse wouldn't let me buy somethinji, I wanted 
Spouse did not pay the bills on time 

2 Household Management t Decision-Making 

Pleases 

Spouse appropriately handled a minor household crisis 
without bothering me about it 

Spouse consulted me about an important decision 
Spouse made needed complaints to the landlord, utility 

companies, garbage collector, etc. 
Spouse did household repairs or arranged to have them 

done 
Spouse turned the lights off, heat down, etc., before 

we went out 

Displeases 
Spouse refused to make a decision on a significant 

issue 
Spouse made an important decision without consulting me 
Spouse left an appliance (coffee pot, iron, etc.) 

turned on when he/she left the house 

Bk.'sa 
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3 Meals and Shopping 

Pleases 

Spouse prepared an interesting or good meal 
Spouse helped with shopping 
Spouse packed a lunch for me 
Spouse got up and made breakfast for me 
Spouse prepared a favorite food or dessert 
Spouse helped with cooking 
Spouse asked me if I needed anything at the store 
Spouse did errands with me or for me 
Spouse had dinner ready on time 
Spouse prepared a snack for me 
Spouse carried groceries into the house 
Spouse bought some food item especially for me 

Displeases 

Spouse prepared a tasteless meal 
Spouse served leftov-rs from the night before 
Spouse forgot to buy food we needed 
Spouse did not come to a meal when asked 
Spouse v/as late in coming home for a r̂ oal 
Spouse fixed a food I dislike 
Spouse offered unsolicited advice while I was preparing 

a meal 
Spouse left something out of the refrigerator 
Spouse violated his/her diet 

4 Household Chores and Cleaning 

Pleases 

Spouse emptied the garbage 
Spouse did the dishes 
Spouse mowed the lawn or took care of the yard 
Spouse straightened up the house 
Spouse swept, dusted, or did other light cleaning 
Spouse mopped the floor, washed windows or did other 

heavy cleaning 
Spouse cleaned the bathroom 
Spouse helped me do the dishes or other chores 
Spouse patched my clothes 
Spouse fed the pets 
Spouse cleaned up after the pets 
Spouse answered the phone while I was busy 
Spouse put dirty clothes in the hamper 
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Spouse set the alarm clock 
Spouse put the newspapers outside 
Spouse turned up the heat in the morning 
Spouse did the laundry 
Spouse chopped v/ood 
Spouse built a fire 
Spouse set the table 
Spouse cleared the table and put the food away 
Spouse hung up his/her clothes in the closet 

Displeases 

Spouse left a sink full of dishes 
Spouse left dirty dishes around the house 
Spouse made a mess and didn't clean it up 
Spouse left clothes lying around 
Spouse delayed in doing household tasks 
Spouse left personal belongings lying around the house 
Spouse refused to help v/ith household chores v/hen asked 
Spouse left a chore incomplete 

5 Automobile and Transportation 

Pleases 

Spouse washed or cleaned car 
Spouse emptied the car ashtray 
Spouse picked me up on time 
Spouse took care of needed car repairs or maintenance 
Spouse put gas in car 
Spouse drove carefully in a dangerous situation 

Displeases 

Spouse was late in picking me up 
Spouse forgot to put gas in car 
Spouse exceeded the sjjeed limit or drove carelessly 
Spouse came home late when I needed the car 
Spouse was late when I went to pick him/her up 
Spouse took car when I needed it 
Spouse did not take care of needed car repairs or 

maintenance 

6 Management of Leisure Time 

Pleases 

Spouse helped in planning an outing or social event 
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Spouse invited friends over to visit 
Spouse arranged for us to go to a party 
Spouse invited company for dinner 
Spouse suggested something fun or interesting to do 

for the evening 
Spouse arranged to get together with relatives or in

laws 
Spouse was tolerant of my friends 

Displeases 

Spouse refused to help in planning an outing or social 
event 

Spouse arranged an outing or social event without con
sulting me 

Spouse was unpleasant to people we had over for company 
Spouse insisted that we go on an outing to a place I 

didn't want to go. 
At a party. Spouse acted in a way embarrassing to me 
Spouse left me begind to watch the children or work, 

v/hile he/she went out for fun 
Spouse went to bed early while v/e had company 

7 Care, of Children 

Plea: ?s 

Spouse played v/ith the cliildren 
Spouse read a story to the children 
Spouse took the children to school or elsewhere 
Spouse helped put the children to bed 
Spouse taught the children something 
Spouse ansv/ered child's question 
Spouse gave the children responsibility for a job 
Spouse disciplined children appr -(priately - specify: 
Spouse watched the children for a few minutes while 

I was busy 
Spouse helped dress the children 
Spouse changed the baby's diaper 
Spouse gave child a bath 
Spouse comforted the baby and made him/her stop crying 
Spouse got up in the night to take care of child 
Spouse helped feed the children 
Spouse helped resolve a fight between the children 
Spouse helped child with homework 
Spouse cleaned out dirty diaper 
Spouse arranged for babysitting 

•ik'"»;-'a 
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Displeases 

Spouse was unkind to children by criticizing or humili
ating them 

Spouse told child to leave him/her alone 
Spouse refused to help with the children 
Spouse yelled at the children 
Spouse hit child 
Spouse punished child too severely - specify: 
Spouse was too permissive with child - specify: 
Spouse v/as too protective tov/ard child - specify: 
Spouse refused to answer child's question 
Spouse criticized the way I handled the children in 

front of them 
Spouse favored one child over another 
Spouse contradicted me in front oi child 
Spouse left dirty diaper in toilet 
Spouse refused to help in babysitting arrangements 
Spouse conspired with children to break rules 

8 Personal Habits and Appearance 

Pleases 

Spouse dressed nicely 
Spouse got a haircut or hairdo 
Spouse cut my hair 
Spouse left me hot v/ater for a shower 
Spouse paid attention to his/her appearance (shaved, 

took a bath, etc. ) 
Spouse made an attractive shirt or dress 
Spouse met me on time 
Spouse let me sleep in 
Spouse ran bathv̂ ater for me 
Spouse took care of his/her correspondence 

Displeases 

Spouse bothered me when I was concentrating 
Spouse mumbled 
Spouse came home late and didn't call 
Spouse hogged the covers 
Spouse belched 
Spouse wore sloppy clothes 
Spouse wore curlers when I was at home 
Spouse talked in a whining voice 
Spouse complained 
Spouse smoked during mealtime 
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Spouse missed the ashtray with cigarette ashes 
Spouse monopolized the bathroom 
Spouse cut my hair 
Spouse used my toilet articles (razor, hairbrush, tooth

brush, etc.) 
Spouse left his/her toilet articles lying out in the 

bathroom 
Spouse used all of the toilet paper without getting a 

new roll 
Spouse left hairs in the sink 
Spouse did not clean the tub after using it 
Spouse neglected his/her appearance (didn't bathe, shave, 

etc. ) 
Spouse used up all the hot water 
Spouse did not flush the toilet after using it 
Spouse left the cap off the toothpaste 
Spouse bothered me when I was on the phone 
Spouse talked while I was trying to sleep 
Spouse blev/ smoke (or coughed) in my face 
Spouse wore greasy make-up to bc:d 
Spouse worked overtime or brought home work to do 
Spouse turned on TV during dinner 
Spouse made us late for an appointment by not being 

ready on time 

9 Sex 

Pleases 

Spouse let me know that he/she enjoyed intercourse with me 
Spouse was pleasantly responsive to my sexual advances 
Spouse petted me 
Spouse engaged in other sexual behaviors that I espec

ially like 
Spouse initiated sexual advances 

Displeases 

Spouse rejected my sexual advances 
Spouse turned off in the middle of making love 
Spouse fell asleep immediately after making love 
Spouse insisted on sexual practices that I dislike 

10 Sjnared Recreational £\̂ ents 

Pleases 

We went for a ride in the country 

B^?^£^ 
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We had an intellectual or philosophical discussion 
We watched TV (a half hour or more) 
We played golf. tennis, badminton, or pingpong 
We read aloud to each other f B̂ ' & 
We listened to music 
We went to a movie 
We took a walk 
We prepared a special dinner 
We baked bread or pastries 
We played with the children 
We played chess, monopoly, scrabble, etc. (any board game) 
We played cards 
We sang or played instruments together 
VJe had a humorous conversation 
We went jogging or bicycle riding 
We went to a play, concert, gallery, or museum 
We ha.d a candlelight dinner 
We hunted for interesting things to photograph 
We shopped for something special 
We participated in religious activities 
We talked about personal day-to-day happenings 
We worked together on an art or craft project 
We attended a sporting event 
We spent an evening with friends 
We took a nap together 
We splurged on something 
We phoned friends 
We went folk dancing or square dancing 
V/e played volleyball, basketball, etc. together 
We went swimming or diving 
We got high on drugs or alcohol 
We went bowling, skating, or played pool 
We sunbathed together 
We played with pets or animals 
We had a conversation about local, regional, or world 

events 
We talked about friends or relatives 
We v/ent out for coffee, coke, or ice cream 
We went out to a fancy (expensive) restaurc.nt 
We ate at an inexpensive restaurant or drive-in 
We played frisbee 
We watched the sunset 
We took a bath or shower together 
We went to a dance or party 
We went to a bar or tavern 
We went to the library 
We attended meetings of a club or organization 
We worked together on a hobby (stamp collecting, etc.) 

EAl 
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We did exercises together 
We had a pillow fight 

11 Affection and Closeness 

Pleases 

Spouse hugged or kissed me 
Spouse asked about my feelings 
Spouse said he/she likes me 
Spouse touched me affectionately 
Spouse called me just to say hello 
Spouse expressed feelings and thoughts to me 
Spouse tried to cheer me up 
Spouse asked me how my day was 
Spouse smiled at me or laughed with me 
Spouse said he/she was glad to see me 
Spouse tickled me 
Spouse teased me 
Spouse cuddled close to me in bed 
Spouse scratched my back 
Spouse v/armed my cold feet 
Spouse v.'ent to bed when I did 
Spouse visited with me after breakfast 
Spouse brought me home something to read 
Spouse greeted me affectionately when I came home 
Spouse v/aved goodby to me when I left and/or wished 

me a good day 
Spouse gave me a massage, rubbed lotion on my back, etc, 
Spouse confided in me 

Displeases 

Spouse turned away when I asked for a kiss or hug 
Spouse refused to listen to my feelings 
Spouse said something unkind to me 
Spouse hit or pushed me 
Spouse swore at me or called me names 
Spouse forgot my birthday or our anniversary 
Spouse called me just to complain about something I did 
Spouse said he didn't want to talk about his/her 

problem with me 
Spouse tickled me 
Spouse teased me 
Spouse read the paper during mealtime 
Spouse got angry and wouldn't tell me why 
Spouse fell asleep while I was talking to him/her 
Spouse pinched or poked me 
Spouse threatened me 

.f^f^M 
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12 Approval - Acceptance 

Pleases 

Spouse expressed approval of me or something I did 
Spouse agreed strongly with something I said 
Spouse ccomplimented me on my appearance 
Spouse laughed at my jokes 
Spouse was tolerant when I made a mistake 
Spouse complied in a friendly manner to a request 
Spouse showed particular interest in what I said by 

agreeing or asking relevant questions 
Spouse talked to me when I asked for some attention 
Spouse asked for my opinion 
Spouse complimented something I made 
Spouse answered my questions v/ith respect 
Spouse forgave me for something 
Spouse apologized to me 
Spouse called to teJl me where he/she was 
S]'0use thanked me for doing soraething 
Spouse listened sympathetically to iry problems 
Spouse was patient wlien I acted crossly 

Displeases 

Spouse expressed disapproval of me or something 1 did 
Spouse disagreed harshly with something I said 
Spouse criticized my appearance 
Spouse said my jokes are stupid 
Spouse criticized or became angry when I made a mistake 
Spouse refused to coriply with a request, or was nasty 

about complying 
Spouse d"d not pay attention v/hen I was talking about 

something that interests mej he/she looked away or 
had a bored expression 

Spouse ignored me when I ashed for some attention 
Spouse ignored my op.'nion when I offered it 
Spouse was highly critical of something I made 
Spouse wouldn't accept my apology 
Spouse responded "I don't know" without considering the 

question 
Spouse yelled at me for smoking 
Spouse told me how to do something I already know hov/ 

to do 
Spouse read a book (or v/atched TV) and wouldn't talk 

to me 
Spouse criticized me in front of others 
Spouse mimicked me 
Spouse dominated the conversation 

lX£eSa 
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Spouse interrupted me 
Spouse did something for me instead of showing me how 
Spouse nagged or became angry about chores I hadn't 

completed 
Spouse criticized my parents or relatives 
Spouse brought up bad tiiaes from the past 
Spouse commanded me to do something 
Spouse spoke sarcastically to me 
Spouse refused to talk about a problem we share 
Spouse lectured me 

i^aci 
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Type 
of 

Group 

APPENDIX Ni RAW DATA FOR ALL MEASURES 

Demographic Data 

Cou- Years Number Years 
pie Age Mar- Chil- Education 
Number W H ried dren W H 

Behavioral 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

34 
25 
32 
25 
41 
32 
28 

36 
28 
33 
27 
46 
33 

5 
5 
8 
5 
10 
9.5 
3.5 
7 

1 
0 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 

16 
14 
16 
12 
18 
23 
17 
12 

19 
19 
16 
12 
16 
24 
20 
14 

XI 31.86 33.63 6.63 1.75 16 17.5 

C ommuni c at i on 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

26 
5^ 
35 
28 
49 
26 
21 

26 

36 
32 
47 

26 

15 
9 
31 
14 
5 
21 
6 
6 

3 
1 

I 
0 
3 
0 
1 

14 
12 
16 
12 
21 
14 
18 
14 

14 
14 
14 
12 
21 
16 
18 
12.5 

Xi 3̂ ..75 36 13.38 l.^Q 15.13 15.19 

Placebo 17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

11 

29 
38 
35 
kS 
3k 
ko 
55 
5Z 

30 
41 
38 
51 
40 
41 
65 
6i 

8 
14 
15 
21 
15 
5 
31 
2Z 

0 
2 
4 
2 
2 
0 
6 

2 

12 
19 
12 
16 
17 
18 
15 
14 

14 
23 
14.5 
16 
20 
20 
8 

U 
XI 42 46.38 17 2.38 15.36 16.31 
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Demographic Data 

Type 
of 
Group 

Church* Previous Status of 
Couple Affiliation Income Divorce*** Normality**** 
Number W H Level** W H W H 

Behav
ioral 

1 
2 

I 
I 
7 
8 

5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
5 
5 

5 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
5 

7 
1 
3 
5 
7 
7 
7 
7 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

3 
1 
1 

Communi
cation 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

16 

5 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
5 

1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
5 
1 

7 
6 
7 
7 
5 
4 
7 
5 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 

2,3 
3 

1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 

3.4 

Placebo 17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

5 
1 
1 
1 
5 
5 
1 
5 

*1 Protestant 
2 Catholic 
J Jewish 
4 Other 
5 None 

**1 $5»000 or l e s s 
)5,001 t o 7,500 
J 7 , 5 0 1 t o 10,000 
jlO,001 to 12,50 

1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
5 
2 
5 

* * - M - l 

2 

2 

jlO,001 to 12,500 
J12,501 to 15,000 
Jl5,001 to 20,000 
;20,001 and above 

3 

4 

yes 
no 

6 
7 
5 
7 
5 
1 
2 
7 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 

1 
1 
1 
1 

2,3 
1 
1 
1 

3 
1 
1 
3 

2,3 
2,3 
2,3 
1 

none of the following 
you, spouse, or any children cur
rently in psychotherapy 
you, spouse, or any children cur
rently havin;̂  emotional problems 
you, spouse, or any children ar
rested in past three years for 
criminal offense or delinquency 

Dtxtxa 
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Group Activities Questionnaire 

Type 
of 
Group 
Behav
ioral 

Communi-
Topics cation Specific 
of Role Be- Problem Home-

Couple Interest Playing haviors Behaviors work 
Number W H W H W H W H W H 

1 
2 

I 
5 
6 
7 
8 

4 
5 
4 
3 
3 
5 
3 
4 

3 
5 
4 
4 

I 
4 
4 

4 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
3 
2 

3 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 

3 
4 
4 
4 
1 
4 
4 
3 

3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 

4 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
4 

4 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 

4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 

XI 3.88 2.5 3.19 4.38 4.38 

Communi
cation 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

XI 

5 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
1 

4 

2 
4 
4 
1 
2 
2 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 

4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 

l̂ -J. 

5 
4 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
1 

4 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 

3.38 3.88 4.44 

4 
5 
4 
4 
1 
Ll 
2 
4 

3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
.3. 

5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
-̂

3 
4 

3 
4 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
4 

.> o 3.5 

Placebo 

1 
2 
3 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

XI 

never 
very little 
some 

4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 

4 
3 
5 
3 
4 
5 
4 
3 

3.88 

1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 

3 
2 
2 
1 
2 

4 
2 

1.9 

4 4 
2 2 
4 3 
3 3 
2 3 

4 
5 

4 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
1 

3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 

very much 
almost entirely 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
5 
1 

3.06 2.94 1.44 
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Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustrent Scale 

and Areas o_f Change Questionnaire 

Type 
of 

Group 
Behav
ioral 

Couple 
Number W 

Locke-V/allace Scale 

Communi" 
cation 

Placebo 

1 
2 
3 
4 

I 
1 
8 

^Xi 

XI 

S.D. t 

• 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
IXt 

Xi 

S.D. : 

IXi 

XI 

S.D. : 

H W~H W+H 

Areas of Change 
Conflict 
Scores 

114 
100 
86 
81 
116 
11 
109 
105 
788 

98.5 
14.26 

87 
128 
51 
109 
118 
97 
56 

^ 0 
702 
87.8 
28.4 

17 
18 
19 
20 21 
22 
23 
24 

113 
128 
97 
40 
51 
124 
71 
?9 
723 
90.4 
30.9 

122 
121 
44 
86 
64 
118 
118 
lOi 
782 

97.8 

27.93 

85 
85 
59 
107 
129 
103 
113 
Jilt 
155 
94.4 

27o28 

107 
121 
108 

65 
89 
141 
11 

Al 
773 
96c6 
25.6 

8 
21 
42 
5 
52 
41 
9 
4 

182 

22.75 
19.4 

2 
43 
2 
2 
11 
6 

51 

147 

18.37 

21.18 

6 
7 
11 
25 
38 
17 
6 

144 

18 

12.89 

98.12 

22.18 

91.06 

25.31 

24 
37 
80 
60 
43 
50 
64 
54 

412 

51.5 

17.27 

101 
62 
97 
45 
28 
47 
37 
_il 
468 

58.5 
26.89 

34 
22 
58 
51 
39 
27 
81 

355 
93.5 
28.55 

44.37 
18.94 

iiiji ijJMi-nj. I-" 'ri"'"'/yf^tH^^X^T ' . ', 
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Ferreira-Winter Questionnaire and 

Alexander-Parsons Communication Variables 

Type 
of Couple 
Group Number 
Behav- 1 
ioral 2 

I 
I 
1 
8 

Ferre ira-
! Variâ  
* DT" Sil" 

533 12 
493 57 
1080 167 
1064 236 
98O 106 
500 30 
360 38 

JZ60 J>1 

-Winter 
Dies* 

SA 
22 
21 
13 
17 
17 
17 
18 

J21 

CF 
60 
61 
46 
55 
51 
18 
57 
64 

Alexander-Parsons 
Variables* 

F D ETT(^) 
30 76 2 
23 39 7.5 
16 17 30 
10 13 33.5 
21 34 10 
21 24 8.5 
7 7 11 
36 45. 10 

£Xi 5770 715 150 452 164 255 102.5 
Xt 721.3 89.4 18.75 56.5 10.5 31.88 12.8 

S.D.I 288.2 76.91 3.73 5.78 9.63 22.14 11.29 

Commu- 9 1798.5 68 19 51 58 II6 7 
nica- 10 503 9 20 62 33 50 U5 
tion 11 412 25 16 51 25 43 3.:̂  

12 846 132 17 57 22 28 9 
13 1005 64 19 57 49 61 12 
14 790 83 21 60 48 66 5^5 
15 633 51 19 60 31 33 3 
16 731 ^31-11 J^ Jil Ji -1-
iXi 6718.5 465 146 452 296 442 44.5 
Xi 839.8 58 18.?5 56.5 37 55.25 5.56 

S.D.I 430.94 38.48 2.05 4.75 12.96 27.67 3-57 

Place- 17 556 72 18 53 13 18 ^.5 
bo 18 629 81 23 63 9 9 4 

19 690 114 20 59 3 3 6.5 
20 1369 230 24 63 27 37 4.5 
21 991 285 20 53 10 11 3 
22 1001 23 18 55 26 20 13.5 
23 586 71 15 ^̂9 20 20 J.5 24 1269 10̂ , _21 J^^ 
1x1 7101 981 161 454 165 190 58.5 
XI 887.69 122,6 20.13 56.75 20.6 23.75 7.3 

S.D.I 316.39 88.77 3.09 5.06 16.94 19.53 5.53 

* Key to abbreviations of these variables appears on the 
following page. 
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Key to Abbreviations of Ferreira-Winter 

and Alexander-Parsons Variables 

DT" - Decision Time, .in seconds 

Sil" - Silence, in seconds 

SA - Spontaneous Agreement 

CF - Choice Fulfillm; it 

F - Frequency of Simultaneous Speech 

D - Duration of Siiiultaneous Speech 

ETT((^) - Equality of Talk Time? measured as the variance 
of the mean talk time of each couple. 
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